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Teaching Technical Writing for Effective
Communication
- Dr. Casimir Ignatius
Nizwa College of Technology

Abstract
This paper defines Technical Writing as a dynamic interplay
between English language skills and the world of work.
‘Technical Writing’ refers to a set of English communication
skills which are critical to the success of individuals, projects,
organizations and professions. As the nature of workplace has
changed significantly because of a dramatic increase in the pace
of technological change, technical writing skills can be a
powerful means of promoting a great deal of effective
communication. Based on this idea, this paper is divided into
two parts.
The first part focuses on writing and technical writing. It
discusses in detail the elements of a good piece of writing, and
the design, style, format, structures, and applications of
technical writing. Moreover, it outlines the features of technical
writing skills in the context of teaching English as a second
language.
The second part is an illustration of techniques of teaching
Technical writing to the students of Engineering and IT in
Nizwa College of Technology. It presents a model of an
integrated and activity -oriented approach to teaching technical
writing, which is will enhance creative learning, technology
education, communicative competence and professional skills.
Introduction:
The purpose of learning a second language is to communicate
with other people so as to understand them, converse with them,
read what they have written, and write to them.
1
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Communication may not all the time be face- to- face and it can
be via telephone, television, computer and various other means
of communication. Moreover, we can communicate in writing
with anybody who is not there in front of us and still make
ourselves understood. Today, as we live in a fast changing
world of science and technology, computers offer a wide range
of opportunities for writing a variety of documents, e-mails,
faxes, etc., which have made writing a more complex process.
In this context, a writer has to be familiar with a number of
tools which he can use to prepare, organize and present his
ideas. From an academic point of view, writing helps students
to learn a second language, reinforces grammatical structures,
and enables them to learn appropriate vocabulary and idioms.
Above all, writing involves both thinking skills and regular
practice. If the goal of learning English as a second language is
attaining mastery of the language, teaching writing and learning
writing have to assume great importance in educational
institutions.
This paper provides a paradigm for a Technical Writing Course
and presents certain components of this course which are
considered crucial to the development of communication skills
of Engineering, Business and IT students. In addition, it gives
an illustration of some classroom practices and effective
techniques of teaching technical writing to the post-foundation
students of the colleges of technology. It is assumed that if
students develop technical writing skills, they can become
effective communicators in their work domains. The motive
behind advocating this course to Engineering and IT students is
that many institutions apparently aim at teaching technical
writing, but students end up learning academic writing. The
reason for this limitation is that developing writing skills is
isolated from the world of work. Therefore, this paper
highlights the fact that technical writing course is closely linked
to the world of work and it can very well prepare students for
life.
2
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Part 1. Writing and Technical Writing
1.1.What is writing?
Writing is a productive skill which is an exclusively human
activity. It is an interaction between the mind, the heart and the
hand of a person who writes. This interaction involves
reflection, emotion, and action. The origin of writing is
thinking, which generates ideas, and those ideas are presented
on a piece of paper or other devices. A writer does not produce
a text in a vacuum. He has to go through various stages of
writing, and so writing is definitely a process. Moreover, he
creates a sentence or a paragraph, or an essay, or his own genre,
which is a product. This clearly points out that writing skill is a
complex network of several activities. It is an Interface between
several activities involving conscious effort and regular practice.
It is true that speaking and listening skills develop naturally in
the mother tongue, but reading and writing do not come
naturally even to the native speakers of language. For example,
most children even in English speaking countries like the UK
or the USA, start listening and speaking without any formal
instruction, but they have to be taught reading and writing
(Krishnaswamy, 2006).
The basic premise of this paper is that writing skill is an
interface, which paves the way for interrelation between certain
cognitive operations and physical activities. The Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English (2006) defines interface as
the way in which two subjects, events affect each other. It is the
interaction of two or more systems for a common goal. The
word interface refers to an area where diverse things interact or
to a place where independent systems converge, act on, and
communicate with each other. It also refers to theories,
problems, practices, considerations and facts shared by two or
more disciplines or fields of study. An analysis of a good piece
of writing shows the interaction, interdependence, and
3
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interrelation between multifarious components involved in
developing writing skills.
1.2. Writing - An Interface

Figure 1: Elements of a good piece of writing
Figure1 clearly shows that developing writing skills involves a
complex interplay among several components. A group of
words interfaces with all other factors such as the mechanics,
grammar, and organization so as to produce a good piece of
writing. Each component has a specific role to play. For
example, let us study the following simple sentence carefully:
Salim got a score of 500 in TOEFL
because he worked hard.
There are 12 words in this sentence. We call this a correct
sentence or a well-formed sentence because it follows the
4
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grammar rules and conveys meaning. All these words join
together or interface with each other appropriately, and the
following interfaces can be found in this short sentence.
1. Subject -Verb agreement, which portrays an intricate
relation between grammar and word which is known as
Grammar–Lexicon interface.
2. It is a well-connected sentence, which calls for an
interface between sentence organization and transition
signals.
3. Content is relevant and it is adapted to a specific
audience, which depicts the interface between content
and audience.
4. The sentence follows the rules of punctuation, which
demands the interface between word-mechanics.
This example proves the point that developing writing skill is
an interface and, if appropriate interface is established at
various levels, it can generate effective communication. More
interfaces can be established depending on the nature of
discourses. Larger discourses such as paragraphs, essays, and
stories will manifest a wide variety of interfaces.
Developing
writing skills can be compared to a pyramid
structure which is built on several components. The foundation
of this writing edifice is the word. Figure 2 shows the building
blocks that constitute the pyramid structure.

Figure 2: Elements of a good piece of writing
5
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In other words, it is the lexis/vocabulary which provides the
basis for skill development and knowledge advancement.
Writing (Ur, 2006) is not merely a means of achieving
something, but it is also an end. It is a kind of activity that
combines purposeful and original writing with the
learning practice of some other skill or content. For example, a
written response to the reading of a controversial article
combines writing and reading.
1.3. What is technical writing?
Technical writing is basically writing, but it is more specific
than writing in the sense that it communicates technical
information, has specific purpose, occurs in a specific
workplace situation, and uses the communication tools that
work best (McMurrey, 2002). Above all, it is geared to a
specific audience. The real focus is the writing which flows in a
particular context, presents technical information not only
through writing but also through graphics, animation, video,
and audio. Technical writing may also be called professional,
business, or workplace writing, since it occurs in a business or
work setting. Eight important features of technical writing have
been identified and also called Writing at work (Houp, K.W., et
al. 2009):









Writing at work achieves job goals.
It addresses a variety of readers.
It addresses readers with different perspectives.
It creates excessive paper work and E-mail.
It may be read by readers unknown to the writer.
It has indefinite life span.
It creates a legal liability for the writer and the
organization.
It uses a variety of written documents.

6
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Figure 3: components of technical writing
Technical writing is a complex network of several activities,
systems, processes and methods. The infrastructure or the
foundation of technical writing comprises Description, Process,
Cause-Effect, Comparison, Definition& Classification, and
Persuasion & Argumentation. Though this is the same
foundation for academic writing skills, the learning outcomes of
technical writing course are different from those of academic
writing. Technical writing reports are often determined by the
world of work. For example, description as an infrastructure
can be used as a tool for both academic writing and technical
writing. In technical writing, description can help students
produce site reports, trip reports, investigative reports, part by
part description and product specification, which are the typical
projects of the world of work. Each infrastructure can help
students generate a large number of reports to communicate
technical information.
1.4. Communicative Competence
The goal of developing writing / technical writing skills is
effective communication or communicative competence.
7
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Communicative Competence (Brumfit, 1979) is not only the
knowledge of the rules of language, but also the shared rules of
communication and interaction. Learning the rules of language
does not guarantee the development of communication skills.
There should be an adequate interface between knowledge of
lexical items and the actualization of this knowledge in real
context.
Communicative competence, according to Widdowson (1984)
refers to the knowledge of the grammatical system of the
language as well as performance. It takes a holistic view of
language and considers language learning as a creative process.
Communicative competence is an interface between
competence and performance, between the speaker /
encoder/sender and the listener/decoder/receiver. It is the
interface between the process of communication and the
product of communication, and between the message and the
medium. In other words, effective communication is the
interface between the ideational component of meaning and the
interpersonal component of meaning. In fact, learning is the
actualization of the innate potential/realization of the innate
capacity, and successful communication is performance
stemming from competence.
According to Halliday (1978), language is a social semiotic and
it is a via media for reflection and action. Undoubtedly, it is the
proper balance of, and the interface between, reflection and
action resulting in effective communication/ communicative
competence. The Technical Writing Course is found to have all
the necessary ingredients that would generate a great deal of
reflection and action, and thus enhance the communicative
competence of students.
Part 2: Classroom Experience - An Illustration
This part of the paper presents details of classroom techniques
of teaching technical writing. This illustration given below is a
testimony that the technical Writing course has every potential
that can open several windows of opportunities for students to
8
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actualize their potential and enrich their communication skills
in English. It can be a powerful tool which could help them
explore new dimensions of knowledge and skills.
In this class the teacher is enabling students to write an
accident report/ primary research report. Here are the
procedures showing the techniques of teaching technical
writing.
Objective: Writing an Accident Report / Primary Research
Report
Step 1: Cause, Effect, and Purpose (English Vocabulary in
Use)


Students do the vocabulary task to become familiar
with the use of transitional signals of cause – effect.



This helps them learn not only the cause-effect words
but also the cause-effect sentence structures.

Step 2: (Collecting Information) (supplementary materials
by the teacher)
Read the passage and answer the questions given below.


This passage enables students to do a lot of activities
that can help them develop their communication skills
in English.

For the last hundred years the climate has been growing much
warmer. This has had a number of different effects. Since the
beginning of the twentieth century, glaciers have been melting
very rapidly. For example, the Muir glacier in Alaska has
retreated two miles in ten years owing to such climatic changes.
Secondly, rising temperatures have been causing the snowline
to retreat on mountains all over the world. In Peru for example,
the snowline has risen as much as 2700 feet in 60 years as a
result of rising temperatures. Scientists say that trees are being
9
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cut down faster than before. Consequently, in Bolivia, there is
less rain than before and more wind.
As a result of this change, vegetation has also been changing. In
Canada, the agricultural crop line has shifted 50 to 100 miles
northward. In the same way, cool climate trees like birches and
spruces have been dying over large areas of Eastern Canada
because of rising temperatures. The tree line in Sweden has
moved up the mountains by as much as 65 feet since 1930 as
a result of global warming.
The disappearance of trees is causing havoc to the environment
in Europe. Therefore, the distribution of wildlife has also been
affected and many European animals are moving northwards
into Scandinavia . Since 1918, 25 new species of birds have
been seen in Greenland, and in the United States birds have
moved their nests to the north because the southern parts have
become warmer for those species of birds. The Amazon forest
in Brazil covers five million square kilometers – an area as big
as the whole of Europe excluding Russia. It contains one third
of the world’s trees. However, the trees are disappearing. By
1974, a quarter of the forest has already been cut down. In the
following year, 1975, 4% of the remaining trees went. If the
destruction of the forest continues at the same rate, there will be
nothing left by the year 2005. What will happen if more of the
Amazon forest is cut down? According to climatologists, two
things are likely to happen: there will be serious effects on the
world’s climate, and the air that we breathe will lose some of
the oxygen.
Step 3: Analyzing
Relations

the Data:

Identifying Cause – Effect

10
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3.1. Fill in the table with appropriate causes and effects from
the passage.
Place

a. Alaska

B. Peru

c. Bolivia

d. Eastern
Canada

e. Sweden

f. Europe

g. United
States

11
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3.2. Write down the language of Cause –Effect words /
phrases that indicate cause - effect relationship.

1.____________________

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

4. ____________________

5. ____________________

6. ____________________

7. ____________________

8. ____________________

9. ____________________

10. ___________________

Step 4: Collecting Information from Newspapers /
Magazines (authentic materials)
Step 5: Writing cause and effect report - Practice Task 1
Topic
The effects of heavy rain in Nizwa/Muscat/Ibri/
5.1. Group Activity (whole class):
(Brainstorming - 10 minutes) Ideas generated by students
(Students designing Materials)










Heavy rains in all the wilayats of Oman last week /
Nizwa
Wadis full and overflowing
Floods and water everywhere
Rocks and stones rolling down the mountains
Traffic disrupted / traffic jam
Some villages marooned and isolated
Houses damaged and people leaving homes
Some buildings collapsed and three people died
Trees uprooted and crops damaged
12
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Cars and dead bodies of animals carried away
Army helicopter rescuing people
People standing by the side of the Wadi enjoy
watching the floods
It is fun

5.2: Individual Activity: Writing Task (20 minutes) The
Effects of Floods
(A Sample Composition )
Last week, It was rain heavily in Oman. The rains non-stopped.
As a result of heavy rain, all the wadis overflowing. There was
water everywhere. My small village has about 30 houses and
affected badly. The water was muddy and dirty and flow
through the streets. Rocks and stones were falling down the
mountains and huge rocks were traveling in the wadi. The rain
started at 6 p.m in the evening and it was stopped only after
two days. I went to see the wadi with my friends saw a man
carried by the fast water. He was crying for help. Suddenly the
army helicopter came and saved him. We saw many animals
and trees in the floods.
The following day was very bad was rain heavily and heavily.
I did not go out. I went to my room upstairs and looking at the
wadi. Our small village was flooded and water was every
where. People were afraid. No one could enter our village and
no one could get in. We were buried. Miserable life.
5.3. Teacher feedback
Positive:
Flow of ideas
To the topic
Transition signals correctly used

13
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Negative:
Some run-on sentences
Confusion of verb tenses
Cogency and accuracy are missing
5.4: Pair Work: Writing Task (20 minutes)



Students are given opportunity for pair activity
under the supervision of the teacher.
They have put together two compositions and
created a new one.
Floods in Oman

Oman is a land of wadis, falajes and mountains. Wadi is an
area into which more rain water passes. When it rains heavily
in Oman, the wadis getting floods and lot of water flowing
through the wadis. It is danger. Also, people enjoy looking at
the floods. This essay describing Wadi Muadin and the
damages causing by the Wadi.
Last week, It was rain heavily in Oman. The rains did not stop
for more than two days. As a result of heavy rain, all the
wadis overflowing. There was water everywhere. My small
village has about 30 houses and affected badly. The water was
muddy and dirty and flow through the streets. Rocks and stones
were falling down the mountains and huge rocks were
traveling in the wadi. The rain started at 6 p.m in the evening
and it was stopped only after two days. I went to see the wadi
with my friends. We saw a man fighting his life because the
water was very fast.. He was crying for help. Suddenly the army
helicopter came and saved him. We saw many animals and trees
in the floods. A number of goats and sheep were near the wadi
and many of them were swayed and killed by the water. Some
escaped.
The following day was very bad. It was rain heavily and
heavily. I did not go out. I went to my room upstairs and
14
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looking at the wadi. Our small village was flooded and water
was every where. People were afraid. No one could enter our
village and no one could get in.
5.5: Improve students’ skills in writing sentences – Teacher
Feedback
Positive: This is obviously better than the individual work




Sure of Sentence structure
Not off topic, but focused
Judicious use of transition signals

Negative: The problems continue



Run-on sentences, Participles / Gerunds and
Continuous Tense forms
Only a few cause – effect connectors

5.6. Remedial work





The teacher should write a sample run-on sentence on
the board and allow students to express their opinion.
Then he/she should write the correct sentence.
More sentences can be written on the board or a
worksheet of incorrect sentences can be given to
students. The students should discuss with their partners
and write correct sentences.
Similarly, the teacher can give examples of participles
and gerunds.

5.7: Home Task - Technical Report Writing
Task Description:
Imagine you are a technical writer. The Wali of your Wilayat
has requested you to write a report about the Floods and the
Damages caused by the Wadi in your village and some
neighboring villages. As he is planning for a comprehensive
flood relief / flood prevention program, your report can play a
crucial role in his plans and decisions.
15
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Write a Detailed Report (memo / letter) of 500 words discussing
the effects of floods in Wadi Muadin / Tanuf/ any one of the
Wadis.
Incorporate visuals wherever necessary
Report Format:
Introduction

: Purpose / Audience
Wadis in Oman and the Wadi Muadin

Description

: Location, Origin, Course
Village and towns (Visuals)

Timeline (the Process)

: (Visuals)
Day 1- Heavy Rains / Wadis overflowing
Day 2 - Floods, fields/ villages marooned
Day 3- Rains Stop,

Effects (damages / losses)
Advantages

Village 1, Village 2,

Village 3

: Rise in ground water level
Blessing for some drying farms
Swept away all garbage

Conclusion

: Suggestions to solve the problem of floods

Conclusions:
This task created a lot of interest among students and they were
very much involved because the classroom was a rich interface
of several activities. It was interesting to them because they
have to do some field work, take some photographs, meet some
affected people and interview them. Such activities are
demanded by technical writing. As they have to submit the
report to the Wali, who is the audience, they have to be careful
in writing their report. All students prepared their report and
wrote on their own. The following are the positive outcomes of
the technical writing course:
16
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Two students e-mailed their report.
One student organized a photo exhibition about floods.
Another student prepared a video of flood affected
areas / Power Point presentation.
Most students fluently presented their report.
Since the topic was familiar, the confidence level was
very high.
Many written reports had several features of technical
writing.
They collected authentic materials and used them for
their report.
Some reports of students contained good video
clippings.
Most reports had charts and students used other visuals
also.
Having their writing focused on the audience helps
them develop the skill of writing to different audiences.
Technical writing activities stimulate creativity and
enhance the motivation of adult learners.

The classroom experience of teaching technical writing is a
powerful indicator of the advantages of the technical writing
course which enables students to develop their communication
skills in English and make them effective communicators of
English. This is the need of the hour.
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Purposeful or Careless
Critical Discourse Analysis of a unit of an EFL Listening
Textbook Text And Image
- Susanna R.G. King
Ibra College of Technology

Abstract
This paper uses the critical discourse analysis framework of
Norman Fairclough to do a detailed analysis of a listening script
from a textbook. The purpose of the paper is to explore the
evidence of Western ideology which is hidden in the text and
how this ideology can influence the Omani students in a
negative way. The themes and contents of the listening textbook
conflict with many of the principles of the Omani students so
then the question is posed, “ Why is the ELC using this
textbook?” The goal of the paper is to enlighten the decision
makers on making appropriate decision when choosing
textbooks for the students and especially to be cognizant of
material that could be offensive.
Introduction
Ideology can be described in many ways: a way of life, a
system, values, beliefs, a practice, a culture, a world view, a
norm (Kress: 1985: p.141, Lacey: 1998 p. 98, Fairclough: 1989
p.33, Van Dijk: 1989 p. 24) Ideologies govern our lives and
structure our ideas, in that “an ideology is a world view, a more
or less coherent system of beliefs, used to make judgements
about society.” (Lacey: 1998 p. 98). Every society adheres to
one ideology or another. However, today’s trend appears to be
for the world to move towards Western ideology.
Why has the world moved towards Western ideology? One
reason that Western ideology has weaved its way through the
world and established its influence might be that it is typically
perceived to stand for democracy and for capitalism. However,
19
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Western ideology is also that of the dominant world power and
a large portion of the world’s population is attracted to it.
In general, ideology draws its power from being covert; people
are usually unaware that they are following, adopting or
conceding to it. As Fairclough (1987) states, “Ideology is most
effective when its workings are least visible.”
(p. 85). In addition, Lacey (1998) also comments that, “One of
the reasons we tend not to notice the ideological construction of
our world is because ideology denies itself as an ideology; in
other words, it does not express itself as an ideology but as
reality,”( p. 101). That is, human beings are often unable to see
the effects of their ideologies because the manner in which they
are expressed in material and actual ways often differs from the
manner in which they are conceived.
Just how has Western ideology spread across the globe? In large
part, it has been through the major export of the West, the
English language, which the rest of the world has a thirst to
learn. As Pennycook (1994) explains, “[English] is also bound
up with aspects of global relations, such as the spread of
capitalism, development aid and the dominance particularly of
North American media.”(p. 13) For this reason, the English
language has spread Western ideology worldwide through
English as a Second Language (ESL) or English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) and through other educational materials.
On the other hand, some researchers see the spread of English
in a different light. The spread of the English language has also
been seen as a way of eradicating language barriers (Ives: 2006
p. 122). Basically, bring the world closer together through one
language, English. Yet still, the spread of English is also seen
as monocultural domination (Ives: 2006 p 126). In essence, the
English language has become the medium to promote the
beliefs and values of the West. This paper will be used to
examine how certain elements in this EFL textbook promote
Western ideology.
20
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Many textbooks are not tools of education. Rather, they are
used to pass on the message of the West. Prodromou (1988)
states that, “Most textbooks project Anglocentric, male
dominated, middle class utopia of one kind or another” (p. 79).
This approach is a problematic one, because the majority of the
users of these textbooks are from a non-Anglocentric culture
and do not know or understand the Western way of life.
However, the textbook writer creates the books with his or her
own cultural values laced into the chapters. This cultural bias
results in some topics not only promoting Western culture and
ideology, but also results in some topics that tend to be
offensive to people of other cultures. Pennycook (1984)
approaches this topic by stating that:
. . . the global export of English language
teaching also English textbooks frequently lead
to situations of culture conflict where the norms
presented in the texts are in direct conflict with
the local, social and cultural norms. (p. 176)
This offence can be seen particularly well in the Middle East,
where some textbook topics are considered offensive in Muslim
culture in that:
“Western
produced
textbooks
remain
ethnocentric and give little consideration to the
sociocultural context in which they may be used.
British coursebook writers, he suggests suffer
from
ignorance,
arrogance
or
indifference.”(Ellis, 1990, as cited in Pennycook,
1984, p. 177)
“Indifference” seems to be an appropriate adjective, because in
the process of writing a textbook the writers must receive some
feedback on the content from the lecturers or students. If they
receive negative feedback, then it would seem logical for them
to edit the content to prevent offence. However, avoiding
offence seems to be irrelevant to many textbook writers; rather
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it appears that it is more “relevant” to influence, and quietly
coerce the masses to follow ‘their’ way of life and to hopefully
to change the others’ way of life.
This theory might sound like a mere conspiracy theory, but
some evidence exists in its favour.
Fairclough (1987)
comments that, “ . . . invisibility is achieved when ideologies
are brought to discourse not as explicit elements of the text, but
as the background assumptions . . . texts do not typically spout
ideology.”(p. 85). As a result, it seems appropriate to examine
how Western ideology is hidden in the images and words of a
unit of the textbook by analyzing the following comments:
Teacher: “Are you lucky, Student A?”
Student A: “Yes, teacher I am lucky with many things. But
teacher, Omanis peoples do not show the money games, only in
secret things. America, people do money game like jobs, like a
work, everyone do it?” (Student A, Elementary group 6, 20062007)
This comment would appear to suggest that the Omani people
know about gambling but it is hidden from the society but from
listening to the topic about ‘The Lottery’ he felt that the
lotteries and gambling in the U.S. is very common and everyone
does it openly.
Mr. A. Smith (Elementary Listening lecturer) comments:
it was too difficult to deal with these units
especially, The Lottery and Adult Day Care,
umm, the students were too perplexed and . . .
well the concern for me happened when
students felt that because they learned about the
lottery it is okay for them. Meaning, well . . .
what was haraam for them before now becomes
halal with learning and speaking English and
we don’t want to get into that.”(Elementary
group 12, 2006-2007)
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Purpose
At our college, there is one particular factor that has influenced
this analysis, which is where our students come from. Our
students are from the interior of the Sultanate of Oman from
predominantly traditional areas in the desert. Hence this is a
man reason why these units of the textbook (Unit 3: Adult Day
Care, 7: Drunk Driver and 9: The Lottery) were mostly
problematic for the students as well as the lecturers.
In the 2006-2007 academic year, there were comments by
students in regard to a particular textbook NOW HEAR THIS,
by Barbara H. Foley used for our elementary (high beginner)
listening classes. The lecturers realized that the students were
uncomfortable and unfamiliar with the units so the listening
lecturers conducted a feedback session (group discussion) with
their students. The elementary students of 2006-2007 were 150
students divided into 6 groups. After the feedback sessions, the
lecturers had a meeting. (Meeting minutes-Appendix 1) As a
result, these units, were omitted from our delivery plans. As a
lecturer, during that time period, the question that came to my
mind was, “Was there an overt or covert message in these
units?” And this was the question that inspired the analysis of
Unit 9: The Lottery.
The framework used for the discussion is based on Norman
Fairclough’s model in his book, Language and Power, using the
model found on pages 110-111 and on pages 142-167. The
questions used for the analysis can be included in (Appendix 2).
Fairclough’s model is based on three stages:
1. Analysis-10 questions
2. Interpretation-3 questions
3. Explanation-3 questions
Not all the questions were used from Fairclough’s framework,
given that the textbook language is quite simple to meet the
level of the students. The questions that were used pertained
23
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directly to the text in the textbook and framed the analysis in
this manner. The results of this analysis should show that the
textbook writers put their ideological bias in the text
purposefully, not carelessly, especially with topics that are not
globally accepted as the ‘norm’.
Unit 9: The Lottery
An analysis of the text and images of this unit was done. The
text this analysis focuses upon is the tapescript (Appendix 3).
Paragraph 1 Sentence 1 (P1, S1): What relational values do
grammatical features have? Are pronouns we or you used?
(Fairclough: 1989:p110-111) All questions related to
Fairclough’s analysis will be italicized) the first sentence poses
a question, “Did you ever dream of winning the
lottery?”(Barbara H. Foley, 1994, p.159). Foley uses the
pronoun ‘you’ to ask the audience directly, to allow the
audience to reflect on this direct question in their minds. To use
‘you’ in this sense is to personalize the question and allow the
audience to bring themselves into the text; to set an association
between the writer’s ideas and audience concerning ‘winning a
lottery’.
How are simple sentences linked together? P1, S2-The
sentence starts off with ‘So’, “So have millions of other people
(Foley, 1994, p. 159). The word “so” is used as a pronoun to
link to the previous sentence. The question was asked directly
to the audience to include them in the text and then the
statement was made that millions of other people have
‘dreamed about winning the lottery’ also. Again, she is
including the audience and assuming they and the millions of
‘other’ people have felt and thought the same way. The use of
‘other people’ is purposeful to indicate ‘other’ as the rest of the
world.
What experiential values do words have? Overwording,
synonymy, hyponymy, antonymy? P1, S3 and S4. “Everyday,
millions of Americans buy lottery tickets. They are hoping to
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win $50, 000-$100,000, one million dollars or more” (Foley:
1994, p.159). Foley makes a broad statement without statistical
data, indicating that ‘millions of Americans’ take a particular
action, based only on her opinion. Despite these deficiencies,
the information is written as reality or even fact.
In addition, Foley uses the simple present tense, which is used
for presenting habitual actions and for truth; therefore, the use
of this tense would seem to indicate that she is making a true
statement.
Compounding this error, S3 starts with the adjective, every day
so that the audience perceives this action as being a norm for
Americans. P1, S5, we see the use of hyponymy which links S1
and S3 together. The hyponym with the verbs ‘dream and hope
for’ accentuate the point that everyone in the world dreams of
winning the lottery even if lotteries are not a part of their culture.
She uses reference to link S3 and S4 together first starting with
‘millions of Americans’ and in the next sentence using the
pronoun ‘them to link the sentences together.
P2, S1 How are (simple) sentences linked together? “When a
person wins a million dollars, he doesn’t receive a check for the
total amount.”(Foley p. 159). This paragraph focuses on what
happens when someone wins a million dollars. The writer uses
‘when’ as the temporal link to start the explanation of winning a
million dollars.
What experiential values do words have? Foley (1994) uses
figures to show amounts. P2, S4 states that, “a million dollar
winner receives from $25,000-$40,000 a year for 20 years.” (p.
159) the use of figures in a format of a salary range provides the
reader with the sense of winning the lottery is similar to having
a job and receiving a salary.
What relational values do words have? How are simple
sentences linked together? What logical connectors are used?
Paragraphs 3-6 describe the experiences of different lottery
winners, presenting some that were positive and some that were
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negative. Questions are supposed to invoke thought and
reflection. For this reason, P3, S1-starts with a grammatical
question, this draws the interest of the audience and gets them
involved with the text. The next sentence is in imperative form,
the writer uses the word ‘let’s’ to again bring the audience and
include them in the text. In a following sentence, P3, S3, Foley
writes that “Lisa K wanted to be an artist but she didn’t have
enough money to go to school.” (Foley: 159) This sentence
uses ‘but’ contrasting conjunction to show that she had a dream
but no money to fulfill it. P3, Ss4-6 talks about Lisa K.’s work,
how she bought the lottery ticket, and won money, followed by
quitting her job and art school attendance. These sentences
show the chain of events that changed her life.
Paragraph 4 describes another winner, Mark L. In P4, S2 Foley
uses ‘and’ as the conjunction to compact how he worked too
much, leaving no time for his family. P4, S3 connects to P4, S2
with the sentence, “After he won 3 million dollars, he quit
work.” (Foley: 159). P4, S2 shows the audience how Mark L.
had no time for his family and was busy but after winning, he
stopped working. P4, S4 again links to P4, S3 starting with the
conjunction ‘now’ to show present time that he is enjoying his
leisure time. P4, S5 starts with a contrasting conjunction ‘but’
to indicate a negative result of winning the lottery, “But he’s
bored.” (Foley: 159).
In P5, S2-Foley uses the adverb ‘immediately’ at the end of the
sentence which indicates urgency and this links to P5, Ss3-6
which indicate what she spent her money on. P5, S3 uses the
adjective ‘new’ three times to accentuate the amount of things
that were purchased and a focus on ‘new’ to link the use of
‘immediately’ in the previous sentence. P5, S7 starts with the
conjunction ‘after’, “After a few months she had no money left
to pay her bills.” (Foley: 159). This links to the previous
sentences that indicate her spending and the fact that she has no
money now.
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In P6, S2 Foley writes that “He is one of the small number of
winners who did not quit his job.” (Foley: 159). She uses
‘small number’ to indicate the majority of lottery winners quit
their jobs. P6,S3 uses ‘still’ as an adjective to refer to the
previous sentence that he is one of the people who didn’t quit.
P6, S5 starts with ‘but’ to indicate he spends his lottery on
certain luxuries even though he works. P6, S6 the phrase,
‘money brings security’ demonstrates that with enough money
one can live well and comfortably, but the sentence ends with
another use of the conjunction ‘but’ “ . . . but it doesn’t bring
happiness.” (Foley:159). The statement indicates that money
can make you comfortable but not necessarily happy.
Interpretation
What is going on? This is a narrative text used for an EFL high
beginner listening class.
Who is involved in what relations? The students and the
listening lecturer are the audience; the tape and the textbook are
the source.
Intertextual: The readers of the tapescript are the addresser and
the lecturer and students are the addressees.
Phonology grammar, vocabulary: The text is written with
simple grammar forms commonly (past simple, present simple
and present continuous), though other tenses are also used.
The sentences are generally short, because it is a listening text.
The writer uses some common prepositions and conjunctions
(after, but, and) to link ideas. There are words that are repeated
throughout the text like million, win in several forms (win, won,
winner, winning) and quit. Million is mentioned nine times in
the text, win in different forms and is mentioned ten times in the
text. The repetition of words underlines the theme of the text;
the focus is on winning money and the different results of
winning.
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Semantics, pragmatics: The meaning of this text is to make
the idea of winning a lottery quite normal and everyone in the
world wants to win money in a lottery.
It is also intended for the audience to feel that lotteries can
benefit someone’s life, that there are ups and downs, but that
definite benefits are associated with winning. The beginning
question starts it all, “Did you ever dream of winning a lottery?”
(Foley: 159). This initial question sets the theme of the text; the
audience is drawn into the idea because they are asked to think
or form an opinion at the beginning. This question presupposes
that the audience dreams of winning money through a lottery.
The next sentence affirms the statement, telling the audience it’s
ok, everyone does it. Then the writer tells the audience about
what Americans do and what they dream for. The next
paragraph explains how the lottery works in the sense of what
money a person receives after winning the lottery. The writer
explains in a sequential format what happens to a million dollar
lottery winner; providing the reader with a sense that winning
the lottery is just as normal as having a job. The next four
paragraphs talk about the different lottery winners. Either the
lottery winners’ experiences were positive or negative but the
common theme is they all benefited from the lottery money in
one way or another.
Schemata, text structure and point. The structure is simple,
but the essence is the point of the text. At face value, the text is
a simple story about lotteries; however, the text can be
interpreted as an introduction of the concept of what a lottery is
and how it works; people’s experience with the lottery and more
importantly introducing the audience to a lottery. This is
evident in the analysis of the text that the writer’s goal is to
display lotteries as a normal way of life; it’s not just an
American tradition but in essence a global one and if it isn’t,
wouldn’t you want it to be?
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Explanation
Social determinants The purpose of this textbook is to give the
student different topics in English to improve their listening.
The topics were chosen by the textbook writer for an ESL/EFL
audience with the idea of exposing the students to different
topics in Anglocentric culture. Overall, the textbook does
achieve this end with the unit topics like Recycling, Can I
borrow a dollar, Marco Polo, and so on. However, certain
topics are not informative per se, but are persuasive. The
Lottery is an excellent example of such topics, demonstrating
the concept expressed in the quote by Fernando (1986), which
stated that“ . . . It is rather certain Western habits of thinking
which are now deeply infused into the language.” (pp. 89-90).
Ideologies. It appears that the writer wants to expose the
audience to the lottery through this text. Why does that intent
seem problematic? Firstly for Omanis, lotteries are considered
‘haraam’ (forbidden) and any form of gambling is prohibited in
their country. Generally, the students have heard of gambling
and their idea is that it is something done in dark place, hidden
from society. This text shows gambling in a different light. It
shows the act of gambling as interesting, legitimate, beneficial
and in essence quite normal. This position essentially states that
‘we Americans do gamble, and everyone else does it or should
do it.’ However, gambling, like the American ideology of
democracy, freedom, and capitalism is not the way of life of
some countries. Certainly, other people from Western countries
might believe that everyone should have the same way of life. If
they don’t, then it might seem to be a shame, creating the
perception that they should be exposed to it. However, if these
people are happy, why should anyone come to try to change
their way of life?
Effects. Textbooks that covertly interlace Western ideology into
students’ lessons can have a negative effect. Students are not
prevented from making their own choices on what they believe
is good or not for their lives; rather, the issue of influence arises
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when they compare their lifestyles to those found in the West
and consider discarding those lifestyles because that of the West
seems better. Textbooks like NOW HEAR THIS! which try to
push their ideology through their content under the guise of
education, cause controversy. Opportunities for learning are
then lost because the focus then falls more on the topic than on
the learning.
Image Analysis for Unit 9: The Lottery
For the image analysis (Appendix 4), I used a model which is
the summary of resources for visual design based on Kress and
van Leeuwen in the following table:
Narrative
Actional: The woman
portrayed
in the
photograph is non
transactional; that is,
she is not moving but
posing for the photo
since she is a single
actor in the photo.

Interactional
Contact: There is
no demand or
offer portrayed in
the
photo;
however, it is
very suggestive.

Compositional
Focus: The woman
is in the center of
the photo, so the
focus is on her.

Mental: The woman
is smiling, so it can
be assumed that the
picture is supposed to
display ‘happiness

Social distance:
The woman is
not too close or
too far; rather,
she is just at the
right distance

Framing:
The
framing is weak,
the background is
out of focus and
the background is a
poster of a lottery
sheet on which the
gambler picks his
or
her
lottery
numbers.
The
words ‘Pick 6’ are
just above the
woman’s
head.
Though
the
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framing is weak
because
the
photograph is out
of focus, the lottery
imagery is still
visible.
If the viewer is
unfamiliar with the
concept
of
a
lottery, then he or
she
might
understand through
context
the
numbers ranging
from
1-6
and
continuing behind
the
woman’s
figure.
Power:
The
woman
looks
directly at the
viewer. There is
both focus and
detail on her face
and hands in this
black and white
photo, giving it
realism;
the
woman is in the
foreground and
the viewer can
identify what is
in her hand.
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Salience:
The
photograph
provides salience,
in that the woman
is highlighted in
the
foreground,
although
the
photographer
wants you to focus
on her face. The
first thing the
viewer notices is
the
woman’s
smiling face as she
holds the cheque in
her hand and the
lottery
numbers
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behind her
Location:
the The
coding
woman is inside a orientation:
building,
not
It seems to be
outdoors.
naturalistic
in
that
the
photograph does
not use special
effects.

This textbook section uses the “top down” processing method
for listening in which the students are introduced to a photo or a
picture of the topic and then they discuss the topic, generally
before listening. The message of this photo is, ‘Play the lottery
and you will be very happy.’
Conclusion
The Sultanate of Oman is an Islamic country and in the Islamic
religion gambling and drinking are forbidden (haraam). This
analysis of Unit 9: The Lottery attempted to reveal that the
textbook writer promoted Western ideology in the text and
image. The message is covert, but there is a definite message.
The struggle is at the institutional level, as demonstrated by the
lecturers having rejected certain units of this book because of
their message.
At the governmental level, these textbooks continue to be
purchased because it is business. Publishers send these books
and the colleges continue to buy them without looking at the
ideological agendas the books contain. Lecturers provide
feedback; however, things have not yet changed as those
involved continue as usual. Even if lecturers and institutions
can convince the government to stop buying these textbooks,
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there will be a new publisher with new textbooks. Will these
books be any different? Will the textbook writer be cognisant of
their audiences and create material that marries language and
culture in a truly global way? Is this possible? Our short term
solution was to create supplementary material that pertains to
our students’ local cultures; we get our material from their
experiences and use this in the classroom as an alternative to
certain textbooks (Sample tapescript and in class quiz for
elementary listening-Appendix 5).
Alptekin and Alptekin’s (1984) words merit thought, “We need
to devise a methodology which will enable the learner to use the
language, not passively in relation to situations which we
impose by motivations and ideologies not his own, but actively
as a product of his own needs” (p. 17). They refer to
methodology where I refer to textbooks, we do not need to
impose our ideologies but find or create materials to teach the
language that touches them locally.
Critical language
awareness and analysis are the true keys and actions otherwise
we are part of what we are trying to avoid.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTER
Minutes of Elementary Listening lecturers’ meeting
DATE: January 12, 2007
TIME: 1:30-3:00 pm
VENUE: SAC
Meeting–Elementary Listening Lecturers
Chaired by : Janice Stevens
Present

: Stevie McEwan
Nici Phillips
Marion Johns
Susanna King
Andrew Smith
Carrie Morrison-Wills

Absent

: Donna Dugent

Topic

: Units 3: Adult Day Care, 7: Drunk Driver and
9: The Lottery-to be omitted from the Delivery
plans and Listening course outline

Each lecturer did a group discussion with their students before
the end of the 1st semester because of the ongoing controversy
from the last academic year 2005-2006 and this present year.
The above mentioned units were disturbing to some students
because they couldn’t understand why they are learning about
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lotteries and drunk driving, for example. Adult Day care was
also strange because they did not understand keeping their
elderly in a day care instead of at home.
The most controversial unit was Unit 9 because it spoke about
the lottery and the students did not want to learn about it. Ms.
Morrison-Willis commented that one female student told her
parents and they called the Head of the Department to ask why
their daughter is learning about haraam things in the college.
There was a group discussion with very open ended questions,
some lecturers wrote the questions on the board and used it as
homework for the students to go home and think about their
answers and then discuss it.
The questions were:
1) What do you think about Unit 3, Unit 7 and Unit 9?
2) Do you find these topics interesting, if yes why and if
no why?
3) Are you interested in learning about different English
cultures?
All the listening lecturers made notes in their group discussion
sessions and the answers were similar. Overall, the students did
not like these units because they are very strange and
unnecessary for their listening. They do not want to know how
to play a lottery or even how it works. They also commented
overall that drunk driving is bad but they could have a section
instead on how the police deal with drunk driving instead of
talking about going to a party and getting drunk. All students
said they are interested about different English cultures but they
also want to learn about their own Omani culture in English.
Short Term Solution:
The short term solution for this problem is to omit these Units.
All the listening lecturers have lost time in class on these
particular units and basically the students are confused and
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offended at times. All delivery plans for the 2nd semester of
2006-2007 will only cover Units 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 13. The listening
course outlines will only include these aforementioned units.
Lecturers have created supplementary materials based on the
students’ Omani cultures in the interim.
Long Term Solution:
We will include the minutes from this meeting along with the
lecturer’s documented comments to the administration of the
English Center. We request a new textbook and we request the
level coordinators to review the textbooks before purchasing.
We cannot expect to have “Middle Eastern content” only but we
would like a textbook that has more multicultural themes and
truly global issues like Recycling and Global Warming etc. We
do not want to use a book where we have to omit units because
it is unnecessary and a waste of time for the Center’s
administration and for the lecturers of Elementary listening.
We will draft a proposal to the administration along with
suggested titles of alternative textbooks.
Meeting concluded: 3:15 pm
Next meeting-January 26, 2007
Minutes recorded by Nici Phillips
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Appendix 2
1 Norman Fairclough’s Critical Discourse Analysis model( Questions marked in bold were used for this analysis)
A. Vocabulary
1a.) What experiential values do words have?
1b.) What classification schemes are drawn upon?
1c.) Are there words which are ideologically contested?
1d.) Is there rewording or overwording?
1e.) What ideologically significant meaning relations
(synonymy, hyponymy, antonymy ) are there between
words?
2a.) What relational values do words have?
2b.) Are there euphemistic expressions?
2c.) Are there markedly formal or informal words?
3.) What expressive values do words have?
4.)What metaphors are used?
B. Grammar
5a.) What experiential values do grammatical features
have?
5b.) What type of process and participant predominate?
5c.) Is agency unclear?
5d.) Are processes what they seem?
5e.) Are nominalization used?
5f.) Are sentences active or passive?
5g.) Are sentences positive or negative?
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6a.) What relational values do grammatical features
have?
6b.) What modes (declarative, grammatical question,
imperative) are used ?
6c.) Are there important features of relational modality?
6d.) Are the pronouns we and you used and if so, how?
7a.) What expressive values do grammatical features
have?
7b.) Are there important features of expressive
modality?
8a.) How are (single) sentences linked together?
8b.) What logical connectors are used?
8c.) Are complex sentences
coordination or subordination?

characterized

by

8d.) What means are used for referring inside or outside
the text?
C. Textual structures
9a.) What interactional conventions are used?
9b.) Are there ways in which one participant controls
the turns of others?
10. What larger-scale structures does the text have?
(Fairclough:1989: pp110-111)
Interpretation is based on the following three questions:
1. Context-What interpretation(s) are participants
giving to the situation and intertextual contexts?
2. Discourse type(s): What discourse type(s) are being
drawn upon hence what rules, systems or principles
of phonology, grammar, sentence cohesion,
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vocabulary, semantics and pragmatics; and what
schemata, frames and scripts?
3. Difference and change: Are answers to questions 1 and
2 different for different participants? And do they
change during the course of the interaction?
(Fairclough:1989: p162)
Explanation is based on the following 3 questions:
1. Social determinants: What power relations at
situational, institutional and societal levels help
shape this discourse?
2. Ideologies: What elements of MR (Members’
resources) which are drawn upon have an
ideological character?
3. Effects: How is this discourse positioned in relation
to struggles at the situationl, institutional and
societal levels? Are these struggles overt or covert?
Is the discourse normative with respect to MR or
creative? Does it contribute to sustaining power
relations or transforming them?
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(Fairclough:1989: p164)
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Appendix 5
The Lost Camel-Tapescript
Maryam is a nice girl. She is very kind to all people and animals.
She lives in Al Yahmadi in Oman. She is 9 years old. Her
father is a doctor and her mother is a nurse. They work in the
hospital together. She has 4 brothers and 3 sisters.
Her oldest brother is named Abdullah, he is a solider in the
army and he is 22 years old. Her other brother is Mansoor and
he is 18 years old. After Mansoor, there are Omar and Uthman,
they are twins and they are 14 years old.
Her oldest sister is Zeinab and she is 20 years old, she is
studying to be a nurse like her mother. After Zeinab, there are
Sheikha and Khadeeja. Sheika is 15 years old and Khadeeja is
11 years old. Maryam is the youngest in the family.
Every weekend, she goes to her grandfather and grandmother
house. She loves grandparents very much. On the weekend,
she helps her grandma and grandpa. Her Grandpa is a farmer
and her grandma is a housewife.
She helps her grandpa in the garden and she helps her grandma
in the house. Her grandpa has date trees and she picks the dates
with him. In the house, she helps her grandma with the house
duties. She washes the dishes in the morning and she sweeps
the floor. Her grandma washes the clothes and hoovers the rug.
She loves to help her grandma because her grandma tells her
stories.
“Maryam, come and sit beside me.” Grandma said Maryam was
very happy because she wanted to hear a story from her
grandma. Maryam sat beside her grandma and her grandma
started to tell her a story.
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Listening Quiz
1. Where does Maryam live?
_________________________________________
2. Her father is a patient in the hospital. True or False
3. What are the names of Maryam's brothers?
________________________________________
4. Zeinab is studying to be a nurse like her mother. True
or False
5. Maryam is the youngest in her family. True or False
6. Where does Maryam go on the
weekends?___________________________
7. Her Grandfather is a soldier. True or False
8. Maryam loves to help her grandma because her
grandma tells good stories. True or False
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Analysis of Technology Innovation
Applying Technology to a Problem of Practice in Education
- Arkiel Aburashid Brown
Ibra College of Technology

Abstract
This short manuscript seeks to provide insight on how an
innovative use of the apple iMovie may be considered as an
ideal tool for improving test results for teens residing in the
Arabian Gulf. The world is becoming vocal and the advanced
language-skills (reading and writing) are more in demand i.e.
text messaging, emails, chat forums and blogs. Moreover, this
modern era is not only reading but due to the nature of the
communication devices and the ‘right now’ cultural mind-set,
the reader must be able to read at a rapid rate or risk falling
behind and missing out all together. The Macintosh iMovie
application may have been over looked as an essential learning
tool.

Analysis of Technology Innovation:
Applying Technology to a Problem of Practice in
Education
Overview
Arkiel AbuRashid Brown
The iMovie software application used to improve test taking
reading skills
The Problem: Test taking reading skills
Secondary school level Arabian Gulf Arabs like all secondary
level students face major examinations prior to graduating;
these are required to advance in their educational careers. In all
truthfulness, many of them (Arabian Gulf teens) dislike reading
in general much less reading in the English language.
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Unfortunate for them, the more technological the world
becomes the less people talk and the advanced language skills
(reading and writing) are more in demand i.e. text messaging,
emails, chat forums and blogs. Moreover, this modern era is not
only reading but due to the nature of the communication devices
and the ‘right now’ cultural mind-set, the reader must be able to
read at a rapid rate or risk falling behind and missing out all
together. TOEFL and IELTS are only two of such examinations
that demand these high-level language skills to display
proficiency. Thus, they not only need to read more, they need to
read faster and comprehend more with less, and this innovation
of technology seeks to address those needs.
 The Objective
The need addressed is an increase in reading speed and
comprehension. The participants are assessed using the
practical devices suited to the skill in demand. A number of
assessment tools can be used; Blackberry or any mobile texting
features, chat forums or a simple school road trip with students
instructed to read and comment on at least 20 highway
billboards are all methods to test the speed reading skills. The
most objective assessment would be to give a timed mock
examination; designed to simulate the official exams required.
Note; this approach is best used as a comparison tool.
Therefore, there should be a timed mock exam before applying
the innovation and a post exam to compare results. A survey
should be dispatched to monitor and detect any change in the
participant’s mood about reading. The objective is to reinforce
the test taking skills by accelerating the reading speed and
comprehension, resulting in less opposition to reading English
text and an increase in examination marks.
The Setting
 Roles of importance
Teacher: The teacher’s role is that of a facilitator. Teachers
following the results of the in-house examination were
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obliged to design an individual learning plan to suit the
needs of the students desperately in-need of remedial
assistance. A weekly planner (see appendix ii) is to be kept
with a comment section as to monitor each student’s
progress, through the remedial project.
Learner: Following the results of in-house examinations
students’ complained of either not having adequate time to
complete the exam or inability to comprehend the question
i.e. task required. The student’s role is to utilize the tools
and tips awarded, giving genuine effort and seeking best
results. All participants used MacBook Pro OS X with a
2GB processor, as it was standard issued equipment for the
technical institute. Mandated by the administrative body,
students were required to attend 45 minute remedial
sessions 2x’s per week.
Subject Matter: The subject targeted is English language
skills; speed-reading for test taking.
Setting: The traditional classroom, home or office settings
would suffice; as a standard computer equipped with
Windows Movie-Maker or Macintosh iMovie is all that is
required. The project setting was a traditional classroom
setting with wireless Internet and a data-show projector on
the Ras al khaimah campus of the Institute of Applied
Technology, United Arab Emirates.
Technology-Integrated Solution
 The technological solution to the problem
The moviemaker tools possess features that will enhance
the students’ ability to read at a faster rate. These
moviemaker programs are more similar than different; this
project focuses on the use of one in particular, which is the
Apple iMovie. It is a video editing software application,
which allows Mac users to edit their own home movies. The
feature that best addresses our problem of speed-reading is
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the titles feature under the text icon referred to as ‘credits’.
The iMovie software application enables users to add
selective text to credits and set the scrolling time to a
desired speed. Thus, the moviemaker tools, if applied in a
strategic manner can be an integral part of the solution to
low examination results.
 Justification of the iMovie speed-reading project
A major pitfall for many secondary school Arab students is
lack of self-motivation with regards to reading English
literature. The obvious hindrance would be the struggle to
comprehend due to weak vocabularies, which would
discourage anyone. It cannot be very enjoyable if every 3rd
word you are rerouted to a dictionary or translator.
Ironically, the very thing they consistently avoid is actually
the remedy to the problem. They must read more but, until
they learn to enjoy reading it will be difficult to get them to
do so. To get students to enjoy reading they must build their
vocabulary, which means more reading. Speed-reading is
believed to be the number one method to increase
vocabulary.
“I argue that the best hypothesis is that competence in
spelling and vocabulary is most efficiently attained by
comprehensible input in the form of reading, a position
argued by several others (Krashen, 1989). Therefore, the
more you read the more your vocabulary increases along
with your love for reading. Speed-reading enables the
student to increase the volume of reading.
“Once you develop a taste for speed-reading, you
will want to dig deeper into the world of books.
You will want to read books on varied topics,
thus, enriching your knowledge and vocabulary.
And the more you read, the better you will be in
speed-reading. You will find a treasure in books
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and an unending desire to know more (Cheong,
2007)”.
The pedagogical foundation for short filmmaking was
heavily embedded in the theory of language acquisition
(Liddicoat, 2000) as well as in the theories of the
psychomotor, cognitive and affective domain. When
reflected upon, in filmmaking, students practice all four
macro skills — writing, reading, speaking and listening —
as set out in language theory, as well as acquire intellectual,
technical and interpersonal skills (Yelland, 1993).
In theory, getting the students to read faster would increase
their exposure to more content, which will expand their
awareness and vocabulary. Furthermore enhance their
comprehension and love for learning, ultimately making
reading more enjoyable and directly impacting the exam
results.
 Logistics of solution:
In an attempt to meet the institute’s required IELTS
mark of a band 5.0, students began a remedial course
that was scheduled to operate over a 2-week period. The
intensive training initiated on Wednesday May 12, 2010
and continued through Wednesday May 26, 2010. The
classroom instruction time totaled 4 teaching periods
approximately 3 hours. The participants were
encouraged to continue the iMovie exercises outside
classroom (external) hours. The recommended time was
a minimum of 1 hour daily, reaching a minimum of 14
external hours.
The iMovie remedial reading project was implemented
in three phases. After the pre-innovation exam the
facilitator initiated the phases. The 1st phase the
participants were placed into groups and were given 2
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small video clips in iMovie. The task was to add English
subtitles to the bottom of the clips by transcribing the
videos; undoubtedly this is outside of the targeted skill
area, but helpful. Upon completion the clips are
submitted and prepared for phase two. The 2nd phase
required using the form of small video clips created by
classmates. Students watched the 10-minute clip with
English subtitles on the bottom of the screen. At this
stage the facilitator introduces speed-reading tips, such
as sighting keywords in the sentence or inferring the
main idea with only 2-3 words in the sentence. The
participants were quizzed regarding the content of the
video. Shortly afterwards, the sound was removed from
the video. Following the 3rd soundless video the image
was removed, leaving only subtitles that would contain
questions. By the 3rd and final phase, the video was only
paragraphs of scrolling text. This method is repeated as
frequent as needed to instill the concept. A final quiz for
comprehension is given before releasing the participants
into the world of discovering. These 3 phases align with
the three “P’S”, present, practice and produce, as by the
final stage the participants were engaged in reading news
clips and sports articles.
The participants in this remedial course experiment
utilized the wireless-Internet access made available on
campus. The Internet enabled the participants to locate
academic level reading text i.e. articles from journals,
books, magazines and other manuscripts. These selected
texts were used to simulate the text used for the IELTS
examination. In most cases the preferred text were
descriptive and essay writing samples written by
previous IELTS candidates.
The participants could have used any academic text
readily available, pending the text was able to be copied
onto the clipboard and pasted into the scrolling credit
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text window. Another option could be to implement a
peer review by having participants divide into groups
and each group submit a report on an academic topic.
The group exchange reports and paste them into the
iMovie for a timed reading practice. This approach
allows the instructor to target two skills at once.
Basically, this project is streamlined and needs limited
resources. The Internet access was a bonus resource,
which extended outside of the project scope.
Benefits of this Solution
Some skeptics may shun the iMovie application as an ideal
learning tool because it isn’t web 2.0 enough. Possibly because
despite being free, it lacks the interactive networkability needed
to classify as a 21st century learning tool. They may even argue
that it isn’t accessible for everyone. I will admit it helps to be a
MAC user to enjoin in the benefits, but unlike some of those
Web 2.0 programs students on the Internet-less side of the
digital divide can also participate in the iMovie speed-reading
project. Moreover, the fact that iMovie allows users to upload
their projects in iTunes and like podcast it can be emailed or
synced to an iPod and shared with any system with iTunes
installed on it. They may also fail to state that you can insert
movies directly from iTunes, make alterations and return to
sender. How is that for interaction?
Some may perhaps argue that the features described in iMovie
may be found in PowerPoint. Sure, you could add effects to
power point slides and this will slide, shimmer and fade the text
onto the slide and off by using a timer between affects.
However, those who argue this claim fail to mention some other
factors, obstacles in fact. PowerPoint is usually a software
application separate from Windows Microsoft systems and may
not be standard with their office package, whereas iMovie is
easily downloaded as a free application-making it available to
all Mac users. Furthermore, the add affects features is another
step needed to be taught to participants unfamiliar with
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PowerPoint advanced features. iMovie requires minimal tech
knowledge and students may participate in 3 simple steps.
1. Open scroll text in a new project
2. Paste text into iMovie scroll credit text window
3. Adjust scroll to desired speed
Based on the post project survey conducted (appendix i), 80%
of the participants claimed to have read 3 times more than
previously. Although, many of the participants hadn’t achieved
the band 5.0 in IELTS they scored higher in reading than many
of their non-participating classmates. There was an increase in
test taking skills, not a dramatic increase, but an obvious one.
The most significant advantage is the enjoyment of reading
being more apparent in at least ten of the fifty participants.
These ten have publically announced that they have subscribed
to comic book feeds and continue the 1-hour daily reading.
In an attempt to be student centered I opted to experiment with
iMovie; on more than one occasion students that possessed a
stronger command of the English language claimed that their
secret was in movies. The results of the remedial program in
just a short span had presented favorable and or good enough
results to further experiment with iMovie. I strongly suggest
that those seeking to improve the students’ examination marks
and their love for reading consider using iMovie as an
innovative technology tool.
Implications:
There are many lessons to be learned from the iMovie speedreading project. In a search for the ideal tool many mistakenly
make a Google search their first option or even worse, they rush
out to the local software dealer seeking some hot off the press
techno-fad-ware. In most cases we already have what we need
on our hard drive; we simply need to look at it in a different
light.
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The iMovie speed-reading project was enlightening and as
hinted throughout this report, there are many more potential
educational benefits to an innovated iMovie software
application. I advise anyone seeking to implement the iMovie
speed reading project in future classroom lessons to consider
infusing the speech to text feature available to model the
reading, improve pronunciation, note taking (dictation skills)
and speed up the automated reading to improve listening skills.
I plan to continue seeking ways of implementing iMovie in my
ESL classroom lessons.
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Appendices:
FREQUENCY OF READING AND PREFERENCE.
Mr. Brown asks that you spare 3 minutes to complete the small
survey.
Select the option the best match your behavior.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Agree

Situations

Strongly
agree

SD

D

A

SA

I love reading
I have read less than 5 whole English
books in my life
I have friends that text message me in
English
I read an English newspaper at least
twice a week
I watch English movies with Arabic
subtitles
I like to read comics everyday
My best English skill is reading
I don’t pay attention to the billboards in
English
There isn’t enough time to complete the
exam reading
I don’t understand the questions on the
test
Outside of school work I don’t read
English
I read English for at least 1hr per day
Table 1. Frequency of reading and preference survey
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Table 2. iMovie Speed-Reader Project Planner
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Teaching English in a Lighter Vein
- Dr. Vijay Singh Thakur
Dhofar University, Sultanate of Oman

Abstract
Communicative Language Teaching requires an environment of
trust and mutual confidence wherein learners may interact
without fear or threat of failure. When we laugh we learn better.
The use of humour and fun makes the class atmosphere more
pleasant, increases interaction among teacher and students,
lowers the anxiety level, motivates learners, makes learning
more enjoyable and meaningful, and, most of the time, pleases
the students. Jokes and anecdotes could be a rich resource of all
this and a lot more. This paper examines the idea of using jokes
and anecdotes for the purposes of ELT and aims at
demonstrating how it can fruitfully work in our EFL / ESL
classrooms.
Introduction
Jokes are short, interesting stories about real or imaginary
persons and events that are shared to have fun and to make the
listener feel at ease. Anecdotes are also amusing stories but
based on real persons and events and are generally designed to
aim at teaching a moral or an ethical issue. As Patil (1994:142)
remarks, jokes are based on the exploitation of shared
background knowledge and values and the speaker can
communicate a joke meaningfully only if the hearer shares a
common context of understandings, practices and norms, and
common consensus. The moral suggested in an anecdote can be
understood by reading between the lines. Both jokes and
anecdotes have two parts – the first few utterances form the set
up and the final utterance functions as the punch that strikes and
produces humour in jokes and moral in anecdotes.
Understanding of jokes and anecdotes depends upon a
successful interplay of the speaker’s intention and hearer’s
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interpretation of the text. Relating to Sherzer’s (1985:219) view
that speech play and verbal art are the source of pleasure in
puns and jokes, we can argue that the understanding of jokes
and anecdotes depends upon our ability to relate to the
punchline and the real recognition of meaning consists in
relating the said to the unsaid. This exercise of reading between
the lines, as McRay and Boardman (1997: vii) comment,
deepens and enriches our thinking and feeling which results in
more effective personal expression. Such an exercise
necessarily leads to developing and strengthening one’s
communicative competence. As a result, it is a good idea to use
the genre of jokes and anecdotes for the purpose of language
teaching.
Importance of jokes /anecdotes as source material
Jokes and anecdotes could be a rich resource for a variety of
purposes in ELT. But what are the qualities of the two text
types that make them suitable as teaching material? The answer
will have to take into consideration several points. Jokes and
anecdotes, by nature, are mnemonic, i.e. unforgettable. It is very
difficult to forget good jokes and anecdotes. They are also easy
to understand, as they are developed in simple, authentic
language and are precise, clear, and focussed. The story in jokes
and anecdotes is expressive and effective because of their
creativity, imagination, element of surprise and revealing nature.
Some other qualities which make the two source materials
under discussion useful for English language teaching are their
indirectness, authenticity, and shared background knowledge.
And most importantly jokes and anecdotes are a source of
authentic materials as they do not come ready-made for
language teaching. They are never created with the methods,
approaches, and various techniques of ELT in mind.
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General uses of jokes and anecdotes in ELT
Jokes and anecdotes are very suitable for pair and group work.
Students have to put their heads together and relate the
punchline to set up in order to uncover the intended meaning.
While working in pairs or groups, they will have to negotiate
their meaning in consultation with each other. Students find it
absorbing to work on jokes and anecdotes, because the exercise
effectively activates their knowledge and experience of the
world and the effort makes them think hard. Students may be
made to discuss, record and report the intended meaning of
jokes and anecdotes to the class. When they are talking about
the real interpretation of the story in a joke or anecdote among
themselves, they are reading the text and also listening to what
others in their group say. The scribe in the group records the
observations and writes the best interpretation of the text. And
when the monitor or group leader reports their version to the
class, he speaks and others listen to him. Thus, we can integrate
the four skills of reading, speaking, listening, and writing with
the help of jokes and anecdotes. An equally important use of
jokes and anecdotes could be in making the classes lively when,
sometimes, teaching becomes dull, monotonous and students
feel uninterested in learning.
Some classroom applications
We can set a number of tasks and activities on jokes and
anecdotes that may provide a good basis for communicative/
interactive classroom sessions. The list, of course, is not
exhaustive. Reordering the jumbled sentences, cloze tests,
matching the set up and punch, and suggesting title to the text,
sharing and discussing jokes/ anecdotes with others,
commenting on the word play and effectiveness, role play and
drama activities on the characters and event(s) in jokes and
anecdotes, drawing pictures on them, translating jokes and
anecdotes from L1 and vice versa, and creating and writing
one’s own jokes and anecdotes could be some of the interesting
classroom activities. An innovative and resourceful teacher can
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use jokes and anecdotes and do many more such experiments in
the EFL / ESL classrooms.
Conclusion
Jokes and anecdotes can be fruitfully used for a variety of
purposes in English language teaching. As the two text types
offer an inexhaustible resource of fun and humour, their use
may ensure better learner motivation and participation. Once
learners gain confidence through understanding and enjoying
the authentic materials of jokes and anecdotes, they feel
prepared to view such other materials on their own and a new
venture into more and more authentic language begins. Thus,
the two fascinating text types have so much to offer in language
teaching and an innovative and resourceful teacher can work
wonders by exploiting them in a variety of meaningful ways.
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE LESSON PLAN

Teaching English in a Lighter Vein ― Dr. Vijay Singh
Thakur
Level
Higher Secondary and above
Time
2 hours, with a 10-minute break
Goal
To involve students in developing and strengthening an
intra and inter group authentic communication, in a stress-free
environment, by using the genre of jokes and anecdotes.
Activity 1
Purpose

( approximately 25 minutes )



To introduce jokes and anecdotes and to familiarize
students with their structure.



To read and match the set up with the punchline.



To give suitable titles to the texts.

Procedure


Divide the class into groups of six students each.



Tell an interesting anecdote and a joke to the class.



Discuss the structure, i.e. the set up and punch in the
two amusing texts.



Distribute and discuss the task.



Go around each group and monitor the work while the
students do the task.
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Elicit answers from the groups and discuss them.

TASK ONE
Six jokes and anecdotes have been separated into two parts
and have been labeled as A, B, C and 1, 2, 3, etc in table 1 and 2.
Match the two portions of the texts to get the right construction
of the jokes and anecdotes. Then suggest a suitable title for each
text.
Table 1
(A) A refugee couple arrived in the United States several years
ago with one dream-- to become citizens. Through much
red tape and years of study, they were patient and hopeful.
Then one day, the husband rushed into the kitchen with the
long-awaited good news. “Anna! Anna!,” he shouted. “At
last! We are Americans!”
___________________________________________________
(B) An American tourist on a crowded British train noticed a
large tweedy woman whose large tweedy dog was
occupying a seat. Politely he asked if the woman would
mind moving the dog to the floor. “Leave the dog alone!”
the woman snapped.
The American left the compartment, walked the length of
the train, but failing to find a seat returned and pleaded with
the dog owner again.
“I told you to leave the dog alone,” she said. Angry and
frustrated, the American reached over, opened the window,
tossed the dog out, and sat down in the seat next to the
woman.
There was stunned silence; then an elderly Englishman
across the aisle looked up over his Times. “You Americans
amuse me very much,” he said. “In the first place, you eat
with the fork in the wrong hand. You drive your car on the
wrong side of the road;
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___________________________________________________
(C) Once upon a time a woman was summoned to account for
driving through a red light. She told the judge that she was a
school teacher and requested him to give her case an
immediate hearing because she had to get back to her class.
A gloat appeared into the judge’s eyes and he said: “Madam,
I’ve waited years to have a teacher in this court.
___________________________________________________
(D) There was a man who made a living selling balloons at a
fair. He had all colours of balloons, including red, yellow,
blue, and green. Whenever business was slow, he would
release a helium-filled balloon into the air and when the
children saw it go up, they all wanted to buy one. They
would come up to him, buy a balloon and his sales would
go up again. He continued this process all day. One day he
felt someone tugging at his jacket. He turned around and
saw a little boy who asked, “If you release a black balloon,
would that also fly?’ Moved by the boy’s concern, the man
replied with empathy,
___________________________________________________
(E) In a train, a personable young man asked the prosperouslooking middle-aged man sitting opposite to him: “Excuse
me, Sir, can you tell me the time, please?”
“No!” barked the other traveller.
“B-but…”
“No buts! I’ve got my reasons. You are a nice young fellow.
If I tell you the time, we’ll start up a conversation. Then
we’ll get off at the same station. You’ll offer me a drink.
I’ll invite you to my place for a dinner and you’ll meet my
daughter.”
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“She’s a charming girl,” continued the middle-aged man,
“and you’ll be pleasant to her. Next thing you know you’ll
be asking my permission to marry her.
___________________________________________________
(F) The president of a company, after a standard farewell, gave
two envelopes marked No. 1 and No. 2 to the incoming
president, and said, “Whenever you run into a management
crisis you cannot handle by yourself, open envelope No. 1.
At the next crisis, open the second one.”
A few years later, a major crisis came. The president went
into the safe and pulled out the first envelope. It said,
“Blame it on your predecessor.” A few years later a second
crisis came. The president went for the second envelope,
___________________________________________________
Table 2
(1) Now sit down at that table and write “I went through a red
light” 1000 times.
___________________________________________________
(2) “Son, it is not the colour, it is what is inside that makes it
go up.”
___________________________________________________
(3) and now, by Jove, you have thrown the wrong bitch out of
the window.”
___________________________________________________
(4) You don’t expect me to consent to my daughter marrying a
man who doesn’t even have a watch?”
___________________________________________________
(5) “Fine,” replied the wife, tying her apron around him. “Now
you wash the dishes.”
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___________________________________________________
(6) and it said, “Prepare two envelops for your successor.”
___________________________________________________

Activity 2

( approximately 20 minutes )

Purpose


To read, share ideas, take notes, and discuss an
interpretation of a joke.



To give a suitable and catchy title to the text.

Procedure


Distribute and discuss the task.



Students read the joke.



Discuss with students, as a clue, that when Scottish
people articulate the letter ‘r’ in English words, it is
heard as though they are pronouncing more than one /r/
sounds. This is to clarify the context of the joke for the
students.



Go around and monitor the work.



Elicit answers from the groups and discuss them.

TASK TWO
Read the following joke, discuss its best interpretation in your
group, take notes if necessary, and report it to the class. Also try
to give a catchy title to the joke.
A legal trial was going on in the Supreme Court of Scotland.
The judge had Scottish accent and the lawyer was from the
south of England, and was obsessed with R.P. At the end of the
day, when the hearing was over, the judge said, “ The courrrt is
adjourrrned till tomorrow.” On this, the British lawyer asked
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the judge humbly, but with a tinge of sarcasm— “My Lord,
do you pronounce the letter ‘r’ twice in the words like court
and adjourned ?
Thinking for a while, the judge replied, “ No”. “ We pronounce
only one ‘ r’ in the words like court and adjourned. But we
certainly pronounce double ‘ m’ and double ‘ p’ in words like
summer and supper…

Activity 3

( approximately 25 minutes )

Purpose


To read, share ideas, take notes, and discuss an
interpretation of an anecdote.



To analyze the moral of the story.



To give a suitable and catchy title to the text.

Procedure


Distribute and discuss the task.



Students read and do the task. Go around and monitor
the work.



Elicit answers from the groups and discuss them.

TASK THREE
Read the following anecdote, discuss in group its interpretation,
take notes if necessary, analyze the moral of the story, and
report it to the class. Also give a suitable title to the story.
A lady in a faded gingham dress and her husband, dressed in a
homespun threadbare suit, stepped off the train in Boston and
walked timidly without an appointment into the Harward
University President’s outer office. The secretary could tell in a
moment that in such backwoods, country hicks had no business
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at Harward and probably didn’t even deserve to be in
Cambridge.
She frowned.
“We want to see the President,” the man said softly.
“He’ll be busy all day,” the secretary snapped.
“We’ll wait,” the lady replied.
For hours the secretary ignored them, hoping that the couple
would finally become discouraged and go away. They didn’t,
and the secretary grew frustrated and finally decided to disturb
the president, even though it was a chore she always regretted.
“May be if they just see you for a few minutes, they’ll leave,”
she told him.
He sighed in exasperation and nodded. Someone of his
importance obviously didn’t have the time to spend with them,
but he detested gingham dresses and homespun suits cluttering
up his outer office. The President, stern-faced with dignity,
strutted toward the couple.
The lady told him, “We had a son who attended Harward for
one year. He loved Harward. He was happy here; but about a
year ago, he was accidentally killed. My husband and I would
like to erect a memorial to him, somewhere on campus”.
The President wasn’t touched, he was shocked.
“Madam,” he said, gruffly. “We can’t put up a statue for every
person who attended Harward and died. If we did, this place
would look like a cemetery”.
“Oh, no,” the lady explained quickly. “We don’t want to erect a
statue. We thought we would like to give a building to
Harward’. The President rolled his eyes.
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He glanced at the gingham dress and homespun suit, and then
exclaimed, “A building! Do you have any earthly idea how
much a building costs? We have over seven and a half million
dollars in the physical plant at Harward”.
For a moment the lady was silent. The President was pleased.
He could get rid of them now.
The lady turned to her husband and said quietly, “Is that all it
costs to start a university? Why don’t we just start our own?”
Her husband nodded.
The President’s face wilted in confusion and bewilderment.
And Mr. and Mrs. Leland Stanford walked away travelling to
Palo Alto, California, where they established the university that
bears their name, a memorial to a son that Harward no longer
cared about--Stanford University.

Activity 4

( approximately 40 minutes )

Purpose


To search one’s memory and tell a good joke / anecdote
to the group members.



To select the best joke / anecdote and share with the
other groups.

Procedure


Every member in groups takes his / her turn, searches
memory, and tells a good joke / anecdote to the other
members.



Group leader discusses among the members and
finalizes the best story from the jokes shared.
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When all the groups are ready with their best joke /
anecdote, the members from group one ( 1 each ) go to
the other groups and tell their story and come back to
their place. The scribe in each group records the story.
Then the members from group 2 go to the other groups
and do the same and come back. The activity, likewise,
continues till all the groups have shared their joke /
anecdote with the other groups.



Finally, all the groups may decide and vote for the best
joke / anecdote of the day and the winners may be
awarded with some prize(s).
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TASK FOUR
Jointly discuss and prepare a good joke / anecdote in your group.
Then the members from group 1 (one each) should go to the
other groups and tell their joke / anecdote. After group one,
members of group 2 should do the same. And then group three.
The activity will continue till all the groups have shared their
joke / anecdote with others. Finally, the groups will discuss,
arrive at a consensus, and vote for the best joke / anecdote of
the session and choose the winner(s).
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Reading - Using a top-down approach to
help elementary learners read for
general understanding
- Ms. Fiona Rae
British Council, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Abstract
This article focuses on one particular subskill, reading a
newspaper article for general understanding using a top-down
approach. I have chosen this particular skill after experiencing
classes where my learners lack the ability to comprehend texts.
This article will also outline some key considerations in
developing this skill using top-down approaches to aid reading
comprehension, some of the problems learners and teachers
experience in the process, and some possible solutions for
classroom application.
Introduction
Reading is an integral part of our daily lives and particularly
important for Omani college students, because they are
expected to read widely for their projects and pass exams in
English at the foundation level. This article will focus on one
particular subskill, reading a newspaper article for general
understanding using a top-down approach. I have chosen this
particular skill after experiencing classes where my learners
lack the ability to comprehend texts.They are very slow at
reading and show a lack of understanding and motivation.
Learners often miss the main ideas because they are focussing
on the syntactic features of a text, which prevents them from
reading fluently with comprehension. It also slows down the
pace in the class, which makes the acquisition of this skill even
more important.
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Skilful readers bring linguistic competence, schematic
knowledge, and an ability to interpret to reading texts. They
also have reasons for reading whether they are instrumental or
pleasurable. Instrumental reasons are reading to help achieve a
clear aim. Pleasurable reading occurs simply because one
enjoys reading. All these factors help comprehension. However,
my learners experience problems in this skill because they read
word by word, focus too much on form at the expense of
meaning, possess a limited reading vocabulary and are unable
to guess meanings from context. Furthermore, they have limited
background knowledge. Most of my students come from
remote rural areas and some do not have cable tv. Other
reasons for learners’ problems could be the result of teachers
using bottom-up approaches to reading and intensive reading
strategies. Other factors might be that learners have little
exposure to reading ‘authentic materials’ at school and at home,
or they simply lack the motivation and interest to read.
Teachers can also help learners by carefully choosing materials
which are motivating and stimulating, encourage further reading
and provide activities that engage learners fully. Using topdown approaches for example, predicting and anticipating the
content of the text, deducing the meaning of difficult words, can
help learners comprehend texts without their having a highly
developed linguistic competence.
This article will outline some key considerations in developing
this skill using top-down approaches to
aid reading
comprehension, some of the problems learners and teachers
experience in the process, and some possible solutions for
classroom application.
Analysis
Learners process texts in two ways: using a top-down and/or a
bottom-up approach. A top-down approach focuses on the
meaning of what is read through using previously acquired
knowledge of the topic in the text to make sense of what is
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written. Bottom-up approaches focus on individual words and
phrases and achieve understanding by drawing these together to
build up a whole. Top-down and bottom-up are usually used
together as they both help to gain an understanding of the text. I
am focusing on top-down because my students are weaker in
this area.
Schema Theory
Schema Theory refers to a process where learners use their
background knowledge (schemata) to process information.
There are two types of schemata. The first is ‘content schemata’,
which is background knowledge of the world and the second is
‘formal schemata’, which is background knowledge of
rhetorical structure. This is activated through pre-reading
activities where learners are able to extract meaningful chunks
from the text and relate them with their pre-conceived ideas and
knowledge, helping them to comprehend the text.
If the topic is outside their knowledge and experience, then this
inevitably results in comprehension difficulties and students
may read slowly or make ‘wild’ guesses.
Goodman’s Theory
Goodman (1967) suggests that there are five processes in the
reading process in a top-down approach: These are i)
recognition-initiation, ii) prediction, iii) confirmation, iv)
correction, and v) termination. In other words, learners
recognise the context of a text driven by their previous
knowledge and experience, and have expectations which will be
confirmed or altered after reading the text. Goodman, (1967)
claims reading is:
‘a
psycholinguistic guessing game and an
essential interaction between language and
thought.’
In a sense, we make predictions of the text and these predictions
are confirmed or rejected in two ways: one, through information
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we get from the text (visual information) and two, through our
understanding of the relevant language, our familiarity with the
subject matter, our general ability in reading and our knowledge
of the world (non-visual information). The more non-visual
information we have, the better our undertstanding will be
(Smith,1978).
Exploiting a text for meaning at first is essential for the overall
understanding of a text. In real life, we focus on meaning, not
on grammatical and lexical forms. For example, when we read,
we look for the overall message, hope to gain ‘something’ and
relate it to our existing knowledge.
In contrast, bottom-up approaches stress the importance of
examining the grammatical, phonological, morphological and
lexical aspects for understanding which can overload short term
memory, slow down the speed of reading and distract readers
from the meaning. Top-down approaches ignore lexis and
therefore this is a subaim in the lesson. We are not focussing on
lexis but on making predictions and developing skills of
inference, anticipation and deduction. In top-down processes,
skilful readers use context to predict the meaning of the words
in a text, making it more conducive to fluent reading and can
sometimes compensate for insufficient knowledge in their
grammatical competence and world knowledge. They look for
vocabulary they know, and associate it with other words and
concepts in order to recognise the context.
Reading for gist (Skimming)
Skimming is a specific reading technique which is important for
quick and efficient reading. Learners do this to grasp a general
understanding of the text, to know how it is organised and to get
an idea of the writer’s purpose. Learners can become better
readers if they are given the opportunity to practise this
technique. It is an effective technique as it gives the reader an
overall view of the text.
Issues
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There are limitations in using this approach with authentic
materials for both learners and teachers.
1. Learning problems
1.1 Generating predictions in culture-specific texts
Learners may have little knowledge of current
worldwide issues and therefore unable to generate
predictions. This is the result of the fact that Oman is
not a ‘reading’ culture and most of my students are
from Ibra, a remote place in Oman. Generating
predictions can be much longer than identifying the
lexical and grammatical forms. Learners lack cultural
awareness of people, places and events that occur in
other societies leaving learners feeling frustrated and
demotivated when faced with a culturally-specific text.
Time is lost in a lesson because learners are unaware of
these issues, and consequently experience difficulties in
generating predictions. Newspaper material particularly
depends to a large extent on our current knowledge of
the world.
1.2 Unfamiliar vocabulary
Learners experience problems when working with
authentic texts. From experience, a common problem
learners face is the number of unfamiliar vocabulary.
Elementary learners have a limited reading vocabulary
and rely heavily on the use of a dictionary for word
meaning. Learners tend to feel frustrated if they cannot
undertstand every word in a text. This can demotivate
and discourage them and distract them from reading
and understanding.
1.3 Lack of practice
Learners may not have the ‘know-how’ or the
practice to look for the main ideas in a text. They
are so used to the atomistic approach of analysing
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words, phrases, and sentences before tackling
meaning (Marton, 1988) They generally equate the
intensive study of the structure of a text to thorough
comprehension of its meaning. In previous classes,
learners have been used to focusing on bottom-up
approaches first.
Teaching problems
1.4 Inappropriate texts and tasks
Teachers can be uncertain how to prepare learners
for the text. Authentic materials which have been
carelessly chosen can have unfavourable effects,
mainly student demotivation and lack of interest.
This might cause learners to be reluctant to
participate fully in an activity which in turn hinders
the reading process.
Further more, certain textbooks for example, Reward
do not always provide interesting texts for Muslim
learners. These learners cannot relate to the topics
and this can demotivate them. An example of this is
in Reward (upper intermediate) student’s book, page
60. The text is about the Amish community and does
not follow any specific approach.
Further more, examples of inappropriate tasks are
evident in Inside out, intermediate students’ book,
where the reading topic is on dating and students
have to discuss their perfect partner. Talking about
boyfriends and girlfriends in Oman is strictly a taboo
subject.
Possible Solutions for Classroom Application
2.1 Generating predictions
Top-down approaches specifically address ‘generating
predictions’, because teachers can provide the
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necessary background information to the text by using
pictures, photographs, diagrams, maps, asking students
to read titles, subtitles, all of which help to put a text in
context and help students make predictions. Using
authentic articles about Oman should be presented
which compel reflection and prediction, and learners
should enter into a discourse which allows them to
interact with the text and become an active participant
in the reading process. At times, learners should be
given the responsibility to select their own texts which
they find interesting. This increases learner autonomy
and can be motivating for them. Giving strict time
limits in class can maintain the pace in the lesson and
ensure all lesson outcomes are met.
2.2 Unfamiliar vocabulary
Learners must develop techniques for handling
unknown vocabulary and learn to tolerate uncertainty.
One way of doing this is by connecting the unfamiliar
word to our knowledge of other related words
(synonyms, antonyms) and concepts. Alternatively,
they can read the sentences before or after the word
which might give an indication of the meaning.
Teachers can also try to present new vocabulary before
learners are asked to read it in context. Teachers can
do this by showing pictures, using realia and drama to
explain difficult vocabulary. It is also important to
make time to revisit the vocabulary at later stages on
the course. Vocabulary banks which are evident in the
English file series are effective ways to record lexis for
later use. Students can be encouraged to have a
vocabulary log book, as recycling this vocabulary can
help learners recall and retain the language.
2.3 Lack of practice
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Teachers can remind students at the beginning of a
task not to focus on every word and encourage them
to quickly identify the purpose of the text and look
for main ideas and the way it is developed
throughout the reading. An example of this is on
page 80 and 81 in the New Cutting Edge Series
(Elementary level). The text is about famous markets
around the world and follows a top-down approach.
The reading begins with students looking at pictures
of markets to give students an idea of what each
market is like. Next, some vocabulary is pre-taught
and then students answer the the 5 Wh-questions to
gain an overall undertstanding of each market. To
achieve this, learners are taught skimming and
scanning strategies to extract relevant information
from the text. This is a useful skill, particularly for
college and university students. Learners can read
headlines, introductory paragraphs and
topic
sentences to quickly identify the topic and purpose.
Main ideas are very often introduced by signal
words such as above all, in general, in conclusion,
and it is believed that. Learners should learn to focus
on these words to distinguish general ideas from
specific details.
2.4 Inappropriate tasks
Teachers should provide a set of text-related tasks
and adopt the reading strategy proposed by
Auerbach and Paxton (1997), which consists of three
stages. The first stage is a pre-reading stage where
the teacher introduces the topic. The aim of this
stage is to arouse learner interest, give a reason for
reading and provide some language preparation for
the text. The second stage involves reading the text
where learners aim to understand the writer’s
purpose, the text structure and clarify text context.
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The final stage is the post-reading phase, which is
performed to consolidate and reflect on what has
been read and most importantly to relate the text to
the learners’ own knowledge, interests and views.
This makes it more meaningful to the learner. Tasks
before and after the reading help learners to feel that
they are not just simply reading texts.
I shall highlight an example of a procedure using a
specific text appropriate to Omani learners. The
article is about the green turtle, which is a context
they know as Oman is a well known nesting site for
this mammal.
Procedure
Aim: to give students practice in reading a newspaper article for
general understanding using a top-down approach
Warmer: Teacher shows the headline ‘In awe of Oman’s green
turtles’ from a newspaper article. Teacher asks students
questions e.g.
- What do you think the article will be about? Where can you
see turtles in Oman? in a zoo, in their natural environment?
Have you ever seen one?
The aim of this activity is to set the context for the students and
activate their schemata. Furthermore, students try to make
predictions about the content of the article. If students do not
respond, then pictures of turtles, their location in Oman will be
shown to students to elicit responses and predictions. This deals
with problem 1.1.
Reading: teacher gives the introductory paragraph to students
and students read to gather more information.
Teacher asks further questions, e.g. What new information have
you learnt? Elicit the writer will meet a man who saves these
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animals. Is this positive or negative? Ask students if the turtles
are in danger and, if they are, from what?
The aim of this activity is to confirm the students’ previous
predictions and to build up further knowledge of the content of
the article.
The above tasks reflect the Schema theory and the processes
proposed by Goodman (1967).The related tasks are awarenessraising and activate schemata, enabling learners to comprehend
the text.
Reading for gist
Teacher hands out the rest of the article and asks students to
quickly read the text and find answers to the following
questions.


What are the main points of the article?



What is the nature of the problem that is identified?



What is done to deal with the problem?

The aim of this activity is to give a purpose for reading (find
answers to questions) and focus on the meaning of the article,
not on its structures. My students tend to have had limited
practice using this reading approach and in previous classes
they have used the bottom-up approach first (Problem 1.4).
Reading/Speaking
Students compare ideas in pairs then the teacher asks for
feedback.
The aim of this activity is for students to share ideas and work
cooperatively. A secondary aim is that students have the
opportunity to practice their listening and speaking skills.
Furthermore, learners may be encouraged to write down new
vocabulary from the text into a log book or into a vocabulary
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box. This is to ensure that the vocabulary is revisited at a later
stage on the course.
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‘English Phobia’:
Problems and Pointers
- K. Subapriya
PhD Research Scholar,
Department of English, University of Madras, Chepauk, Chennai-5.

Abstract
English has turned to be the ‘breath’ of survival. It has become
vital for communication being designated as the ‘global
language’ and further serves as the major source for
professional and cultural correspondence. Therefore, devoid of
creed, colour and sex English is widely used by the cross
section of society at all spheres. However, this demand for
English and the compulsion to learn it has evoked a sense of
fear among some section of the people. It becomes essential to
get rid of this ‘phobia’ at school level since it is the spot where
the seed of ‘English phobia’ is sown. Especially the students
from rustic background are worst hit with this ‘English Phobia’.
This paper ventures to focus on the ways to improve English
through creative teaching and writing which can help to reduce
‘English phobia’ to a certain extent.

‘English Phobia’: Problems and Pointers
English has immensely developed and widely spread its wing
after colonization. David Crystal in his English as a Global
Language focuses on various reasons for the special position
occupied by English in the contemporary era. He answers many
questions regarding the need for a global language and also
marks the danger of this widely spread language that has
marked the death of various native languages. He nevertheless
examines the outbreak of language revolution in another work
The Language Revolution.
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As Crystal says, despite being the language of the colonizer,
English like a vacuum cleaner has sucked the words from
various languages and has taken different forms as ‘New
Englishes’ to thrive and flourish. So, English blending with
native languages, serves for the official correspondence within
the multilingual country and further extends its support for the
international correspondence. Being the only source available
for global correspondence, the position of English has
undergone a drastic change. This boon or bane condition of the
colonizers in various nations has created the need to learn
English at any rate. Therefore, English is now offered in the
form of packages according to the requirement of an individual
profession. But apart from these packages, David Crystal
provides a positive solution for the possibility of easily learning
this global language which is foreign to a Native. He opines,
If a global language is taught early enough,
from the time that children begin their full-time
education, and if it is maintained continuously
and resourced well, the kind of linguistic
competence which emerges in due course is a
real
and
powerful
bilingualism,
indistinguishable from that found in any speaker
who has encountered the language since birth.
(English as a Global Language 14)
So, are we promoting the English language in our country
following the method as stated by David Crystal becomes the
next question. An utmost importance towards the primary kids
in teaching English language effectively can benefit them but
the present state of English in rustic schools shows a poor result.
This language along with its utmost popularity has instigated
fear among some section of the people. In general, society
considers Maths and English on par that leads either to fame or
destruction of an individual. This instigated fear for the
particular subject can be labelled as a kind of ‘phobia’.
Therefore, the major focus of the paper will be on the ways to
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improve English in schools through creative teaching and
writing which can help to reduce this phobia to a certain extent.
A creative teaching of English and an attempt at creative
writing in English can reduce the intensity of fear for English
even at the primary level. Nevertheless, since the gap between
the spoken and the written form has narrowed down, it is easy
to impart the language to the beginners. English is no more
watched with close lenses for grammar but is widely used an
effective communication tool. So, children can be trained for
the communication purpose rather than mechanically forcing
them to study the subject.
The process of teaching English through creative skill becomes
indispensable to erase the strong fear instigated in the minds of
students especially those from a rustic background. The word
‘English’ threatens them. Grammar and pronunciation out to be
a major trouble for these students. Though grammar at the
present stage is paid the least attention with more concentration
on communication purpose, still the very name English reminds
the label of grammar along with it. Therefore, various play
methods are currently introduced to encourage the teaching of
English in a sportive way like role play, developing stories and
solving puzzles. To capture the attention of students, visual aids
such as computer software, videos and audio records are also
used.
Recently, teaching English through literature has also become a
fashionable and result-oriented trend. More books keep flooding
the market providing solutions through literature. It can be an
effective method to teach English creatively. For example, one
can use the method of I. A. Richards’ style of analyzing poems
of an unknown author. When a poem is given to the students
without the name of the author, the imagination is kindled in
due course of deciphering the meaning. The interpretation of a
poem followed by analyzes will evoke both the creative
thinking and the need in search of proper vocabularies to
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express thoughts in the right mode. Even the process of writing
will instigate a sense of comfort.
Students may hesitate to talk if they have poor English
knowledge whereas they will express their thoughts at ease
while writing. The written statement can be analyzed later and
suggestions can be given to the students in person. It will
improve the student-teacher relationship and at the same time a
student may not be subjected to embarrassment in front of
fellow classmates. It is better to enhance the writing skill
initially and then focus on the speaking skill since writing
provides a comfortable platform for students rather than
speaking.
The next step to inculcate an effective writing style can be
through the creative teaching with personal examples and
entertainment programs like T.V shows and cinema. For
instance, to teach a proper sequence in writing a paragraph, a
teacher can make the best use of the movie. Instead of rather
telling that a paragraph should simply follow the spatial order
while describing a thing in a detailed manner and then narrow
down to the minute details (i.e. from the less important to more
important), one can explain through the introduction scene of a
movie.
In a movie, the director follows a spatial technique where the
first scene is shot at a larger scope, giving the hint to the place
where the story will take its shape or may be the place is
already associated with some flashback to reveal later. For
instance, to hint the place Chennai, the director discloses the
spot through capturing the glimpse of central station, central jail
or any other landmark of Chennai. Following the disclosure of
place, either the hero or heroine is introduced. At times, to
break the convention even the comedian is introduced but then
they are not introduced as they are. The director uses the camera
to zero down on the person. Hint is given either through
exhibiting their features part by part or they are introduced
through their well-known mannerism and dialogues.
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By giving this as an instance, the students can be made to
realize the need of following a spatial order in writing which
can instigate the curiosity of the readers to read further. Like the
proper spatial order that is required in a movie to introduce the
person or the story, a proper spatial order in writing paragraphs
will lead to an effective communication to the readers.
Therefore, rather mechanically explaining the need for a spatial
order in effective writing, it is better to quote certain examples
from such entertainment section. This kind of teaching will help
the students to keep things in memory and at the same time their
attention may not get dispersed. A teacher who is highly
oriented with academic conscience will teach the spatial order
with the following example,
If that was Isabel Gilbert seated by the table in
that poorly furnished room, report had failed to
do her charms justice. She rested her head upon
one hand. Extreme fatigue was signified in
every line of her figure; and upon her
countenance a deep perplexity was written. Her
eyes were grey-irised. Their whites were
singularly clear and brilliant, concealed above
the irises by heavy horizontal lids, and showy a
snowy line below them. Such eyes denote great
nobility, vigour and, if you can conceive of it, a
most generous selfishness. (Ramasamy 35)
No doubt, this paragraph is highly interesting and the teacher
could explain that how the speaker “first looks at the room, then
at the woman, her appearance, her posture, her face and finally
at her eyes. The arrangement here is from the less important to
the more important” (Ramasamy). But considering the
vocabularies used and the length of the paragraph, the difficulty
for a beginner who considers English to be the most difficult
subject is evident.
Along with the style of reconstruction and deconstruction of a
literary text, the other form of texts like paintings, videos and
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audios can be used by the teacher in the class. Anything that has
the ability to communicate can be used as a text. It can be a
traffic signal or an advertisement broadcast in the T.V. So, the
creative teaching is possible at various levels. A student can be
asked to watch a video in mute. After two or three observations,
again the video can be played for which the description can be
given by the student. When he/she tries to comment on the
video tape like a compere’ for a cricket show, naturally the
previous two or three observations would have given him/her a
space to think and rethink for the vocabulary to present the
muted video as they wished for. Once again both the creative
process and the speaking skill in English can be enhanced
through this technique.
The form of literature that can be widely used in learning
English is poetry. Both in the process of creative teaching and
writing, poems can play a major role. Still superficially the form
of poetry seems to be very complicated, still it is advantageous
for various reasons. Due to time restriction in a classroom, a
short poem can be taken for analysis and even in the creative
process of writing, just a three or four- line poem is enough to
induce both the imagination and the eagerness to learn new
words. Moreover, poetry on a large scale is widely open to
interpretation. One can interpret as he/she wishes and this can
pave the way to kindle interest in learning new words especially
to express their imagination.
While inculcating the interest to learn English among students,
the teacher is active whereas in the process of creative writing,
students take the major role in creative thinking. Writing poetry
becomes the most enjoyable act for the students when no
restrictions are laid on their writing.
When the subject is chosen for writing a poem, the building of
words begins in our mind. Like the technical designer who will
design the machine for convenience and purpose, the choice of
subject is also made with convenience and purpose. As stated
early regarding the choice of subject, it becomes possible for
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the writer to grasp the subject in a minute but the problem arises
at how to write than what to write.
The following situation which led to the birth of a new poem
helps to explain the process of conceiving an idea and the
process of writing a poem. In a conversation through mail with
a friend regarding the thesis, every mail ended with a note of
thanks. I thanked him for the notes he gave and he thanked me
for the trivial favour which I did for him. All of a sudden in the
last mail he talked about the insufficiency and redundancy of
language, especially with reference to the usage of the word
‘Thanks’. That note on ‘Thanks’ rang a bell in mind and pulled
the string to write a poem on ‘Thanks’. In a fraction of a second
the word ‘Thanks’ became noteworthy. The idea conceived in
the mind to write about this only word which is often used to
express the sense of gratitude.
But the act of writing was not initiated immediately. The notion
remained untouched in the mind. The very next day, a thank
you note to another professor, instigated to attempt on the word
‘Thanks’ in the form of a poem. The flow of imagination
becomes necessary to shape a poem. Decisions on the style
whether the poem is to be subjective or objective and tone of
the poem is then arrived at. Following the decision on style,
attempts to imagine what if the word ‘Thanks’ speaks for itself
and pleads to the people takes over and the poem assumes its
form.
The initial decision to make ‘Thanks’ to speak in an
authoritative tone gets changed due to the general perception of
considering ‘Thanks’ as the most courteous word. Therefore,
‘Thanks’ from being written in a strenuous and sturdy tone
changed into a simple and humble tone. Once the tone of the
poem is decided, it leads to the interrogation of what the plea of
thanks could be. The idea of considering that thanks must have
gone tired due to its excessive usage sprung up when
imagination overpowers. So, the requirement of thanks could be
for one more word which could replace its position. After all,
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‘Thanks’ could take rest with a replacing word. The feel for
‘Thanks’ at that state gains momentum and it got a new shape
as follow:
Thanks – I plea for…..
I am t-h-a-n-k-s
The six letter word;
Everybody uses me
Sometimes with sense
At times no (n) sense.
I am tired of my
excessive usage;
exhausted more through
Heart, tongue and hands
Why can’t I have an alternative?
Love has her sister
Affection
but not me
give me a break…
I am very formal
used for formalities
absent in midst of
people with no formalities
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Yet my plea is informal.
To make the language
More adept
To avoid redundancy
To get away my aloofness
Do give me a sister word
To replace in my absence
Or more in need of want.
The editing process after writing forms the funniest part of
creative writing. It induces to think about rewriting. Even
before the editing, labelling the poem gives great pleasure like
giving a name to a child. As we select name for kids in random
you can’t label a poem with numerology or horoscope
directions. So, usually we read the poem twice or thrice to label
it. Sometimes, a label carries the expectation of the poem. For
this poem, since it is the first person narration with a
combination of plea, the title- “Thanks-I plea for…..” seems to
be apt. So, after reading the poem we would come to know for
what exactly thank pleads. The title should stir the interest of
the audience to read the poem. As I stated early, labelling is
followed by editing. The final version of this poem ‘Thanks’
evolved after revising the poem twice. The elimination of some
of the words which seemed to be ridiculous and redundant and
some other corrections of adding and deleting, the poem can be
read aloud to have a feel. Stumbling over some words and the
sign of a monotonous tone leads to the necessity of
manipulating words that can induce the search for new words.
One can capture the feel of a poem through three dimensions:
1. Reading the poem as you feel and wish it to be.
2. Reading the poem with the shoes of third person.
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3. Asking for the feedback from an outsider after reading
the poem.
So, a poem can be finalized at the end only after the above
three process.
Corrections are carried out according to the feedback.
Nevertheless pay little attention to rhyme scheme. The content
of the poem becomes more vital and therefore words are chosen
carefully to accommodate the emotions. This baby step to write
poetry just for a few lines to express one’s own imagination will
ensure the learning of new words to express thoughts in a
perfect way. The curiosity to learn and express more can be
slowly directed to write in the form of a sentence. The writing
process will give more confidence to venture into speaking. The
need for communication no doubt can be fine tuned through the
process of writing poems. The act of writing poetry is always
connected with the elite group but approaching poetry from this
perspective will turn highly productive. It is not necessary that
one should write poetry aspiring for name and fame to be a
great poet. Writing poem can be used as a technique to achieve
the basic skill in reading and writing English.
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Orell Digital Language Lab Software in
Language Labs: An Overview
- S.Armstrong
Coordinator of Language Laboratories, University of Madras, India

Abstract
One of the significant technological developments in the field
of language teaching is the concept of language laboratory
where language software is used. The language software is
very useful for assessing students’ spoken competence. It
provides students with the technical tools to get the best
samples of pronunciation of the language. This article focuses
on Orell Digital Language Lab and various range of language
learning exercises and activities which help students progress
individually.
Modern Language labs play a vital role in 21st century language
learning. A lab differs from a regular classroom by providing
students and teachers with the tools they need to facilitate
hands-on practice with the subject materials. It facilitates rapid
language learning through a combination of stimulating
multimedia content, interactivity, and state of the art learning
and communication tools. One of the significant technological
developments in the field of language teaching is the concept of
language laboratory where language software is used. The
language software is very useful for assessing students’ spoken
competence. It provides students with the technical tools to get
the best samples of pronunciation of the language. The
advanced language software facilitates quick and easy
acquisition of the language.
The software package used has been designed to assist learners
in the acquisition and maintenance of aural comprehension, oral
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and written proficiency and cultural awareness. It includes a
broad range of activities that involve students in reading,
writing, listening, and speaking in the target language. It
encompasses:
1. Modern (Communicative Method) teaching styles:
2. Stimulating, multimedia, authentic learning materials.
3. Multi-path and differential materials that challenge every
student.
4. Blended learning approaches involving multiple content
types and sources.
5. Pair work and small group work that encourage sharing and
interaction.
The study of a foreign language enriches the opportunities for
communication in a global society that grows more culturally
and linguistically diverse each day. The language lab focuses on
computer-aided multi-media instruction and language
acquisition. This learner friendly mode of language learning
enables the students to be self instructional. In a foreign
language lab the students play a very active role. They listen to
or watch multimedia materials in which native speakers of the
target language are talking in an authentic context. The students
record themselves and listen to themselves speaking the target
language and there is also opportunity for them to converse with
their fellow students in pairs or in groups using the target
language.
The present multimedia language labs at my university
(University of Madras) are computer aided with LAN facility. It
is a conventional Language Lab with audio and video systems,
speakers, headphones and a console to accommodate about 30
students. The University of Madras chose the software ODLL
(Orell Digital Language Lab) for installation in its language
labs over other software due to user friendliness. Language
Labs have become a significant part of the domain of
communication. It helps to use technology to communicate
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effectively. The purpose of using the ODLL software for the
University language labs are:
1. It is technology designed for teaching language and can be
used for language training.
2. It can contribute a lot in learning pronunciation, accent,
stress and intonation, including other aspects of phonetics.
3. Effective communicative training programmes can be
conducted making use of this software.
4. This Web-based, computer –based training programme as
an online courseware, has short-term and long-term
coaching classes for international examinations like IELTS,
TOEFL and teaching materials can be developed and
created through the language laboratory.
5. It facilitates all forms of technical documentation including
General documentation, software documentation etc.
6. ODLL in the language lab can also be utilized for creating
and editing scientific and technical materials for teaching
language.
7. There are also online courses for language and online
examinations can also be conducted through language
laboratory.
8. To facilitate foreign language learning to first generation
learners, students from rural
areas, and students from
foreign countries and equip them in the area of language
and skill development.
ODLL is an interactive language learning software solution.
ODLL is focused in the sector of educational software. It is
result oriented and efficient to enrich the spoken language
learning process. It provides material for students at all levels of
spoken language learning. ODLL programme also focuses on
the role of the teacher as a core part of the language lab. It
includes various range of language learning exercises and
activities, and supports aims to support students’ progress
individually. Using ODLL students can also create their own
study materials with the help of advanced tools. Get effective
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guidance and individual attention from the teacher. Using this
software, students can work at their own pace and privacy and it
enables them to master the language with ease and flow.
ODLL is an easy – to –use, interactive and cost-effective
language learning platform. It makes learning to communicate
effectively a “pleasure” for students. The student can listen to
recorded voices of native speakers, thus getting an exposure to
the accent of native speakers. Students can repeat a dialogue
and record his own speech and later compare his accent with the
native speaker’s. A single unit of ODLL consists of one
‘Instructor module’ connected across a local network or LAN to
a minimum of ten ‘Student modules.’ One unit can be expanded
to include a maximum of 50 student modules.
The ‘Instructor module’ has the following features: Incognito
listening-in on student module, talk/assign lessons individually
(two-way communication), broadcasting (talk/assign lessons to
entire classroom), grouping of students / group discussion,
create independent student groups, assign different students to
each group, assign different lessons to different groups, paring
of students for interactive session, audio chat, assign lessons in
batches/classes/sessions/students and text Creator/Editor, thus
giving ample opportunity to the instructor to evaluate a student.
The ‘Student Module’ has the following special features:
Listening-in on a lesson (words/sentences), repeat lessons,
voice recording, two-way communication with instructor,
participate in group discussions & interactive sessions (pairing),
real time translation and recording, audio chat,
compare/evaluate repeated
passage with original, selfassessment and submit the files to the instructor module for
evaluation. Students can learn any language in an easier way
through this software.
The three key features of ODLL are:
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Lesson Studio: This enables instructors to create unlimited
customized e-lessons using audio/ video/ text and assign them
to students. The instructor can also modify pre-loaded lessons to
suit the needs of students.
Grouping and pairing: The instructor can group or pair
students to facilitate and encourage discussions, debates, word
games, vocabulary building exercises and language quizzes.
The instructor can pair students according to their caliber. This
encourages co-operative, collective and autonomous learning.
Real-time assessment: ODLL enables not only the student to
do a self- assessment but also enables the instructor to
periodically assess a student or a whole class.
The University is now concentrating on first – time users. Once
the students get equipped with the standard edition, they will be
given a chance to shift to the premium edition. The University
is also planning to introduce ODLL Pro and ODLL Biz for
students who have taken up professional courses like
Management that gives students lessons in making
presentations, body language, telephoning, job interviews,
vocabulary, customer service, teleconferencing, business idioms,
sales, human resources and business news. Loaded with an
array of study materials that help professional communication
skill development, these software are perfect for preparing
graduating face interviews, make presentations, prepare
impressive curriculum vitas, face interviews with confidence,
debate eloquently etc. Topics for group discussion not only help
students overcome inhibitions/stage fright and gain confidence
but also prepares them to speak effortlessly at public functions
with the right tone of voice/modulated rate of speech while
exhibiting positive body language.
Today, technology has almost taken over the language class
room. The University of Madras works towards integrating
technology into the traditional mode of language teaching and
use the technological innovations in language class rooms to
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improve the teaching and learning process. The use of foreign
language laboratory is aimed at upgrading the quality of
education-training programmes at the University. The target is
to increase and advance the professional skills, employability
and marketability of the students. The Foreign language training
would enhance the confidence of the students and help them to
develop leadership qualities through their communicative
competence.
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